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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1862.
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NUMBER 38.

tion, personally, to the matter. He chartered
! in o' or not wearing the beard. The Greek i
Ugliness.
[seen, therefore, that this Government could Ireland a subject of congratulation. If you
| Church has adhered to the instructions of the
It is curious to observe that an ugly face is steamboats without knowing their tonnage, in
I not deny the justice of the claim presented. make peace with the South, there Will be" no
specting
the
boilers
or
hull,
and
without
see

' early Church, and refused to admit any shaven generally the indication of a humorous and
I We are asked to do to the British nation just war with England. Some convenient and
13 PVBLISHFP F.VFRY TTTSPAY MORNING BY
ing
them,
and
he
”
took
it
for
granted'
they
saint into its calenders, and thereby condemn-, witty mind ; it suggests innumerable exhileraplausible pretext will be discovered for forbear
were
what
was
represented.
He
did
not
even
L. HARPER,
! ingthe Romish Church for the opposite con- ting wittisisms in the wearer himself, and is
MASON & SLIDELL GIVEN UP TO
ing to resent the affront which has been offer
duct. And on the other hand, the Popes, to the cause of wit to others. There is scarcely know their names, nor whether he paid 81000
ENGLAND
’
not
forgotten
that
if
the
safety
of
this
Union
ed
to the British flag.
OfHce in Woodward Block, 3d Story. nuiKe
per
day
or
§1,250.
Mr.
Cummings
purchases,
make a aisinicuvii
distinction venvwu
between the
and
a merry, snrewu,
shrewd, wm-y
witty ienuw,
fellow, in ucuuuua
fictitious mohis- •
uic Eastern «
nu,amerrv,
j
1 i
,,
required the detention of the Union prisoners,
England
would not hesitate to assail you, as
Western decisions, made statutes De radendis, tarv, but has the honor of ugliness attributed :ln fifteen days, reached $*a>0,00o. Mr. Cum-’
it would be done. It would be the right and she assailed the Chinese, if you were unable to
TERMS.—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ailV’.n e; $2.5ft within six months; S3.00 after the expi Barbis, or shaving the beard. Some, however to him. QEsop was a very ugly little hunch- I mjngs state.d,in his evidence that his personal The GSieial Correspondence on the sub duty of this government to detain them, but defend yourselves: but when she shall find
believe that faith ami nature might be recon back; uglier still was Socrates, no less a man relations with tne Secretary of \\ar had been
ration of the year.
jeet.
the eh'ectual cneck and waning proportions of that the shores of America are to be protected
ciled. The leading English and German Re of wit and a man of humor than a philoso-, ver.v’ntimate. and that they had acted togeththe existing insurrection, as well as compara by a million of armed, men, who have profited
formers wore their beards, with an exception pher. The heroes of Rabelais were famous ! er pobOca.ly for many years. After Mr. C.
tive unimportance of the captured persons by the experience of at least one campaign—
W
ashington
’
-,
Dec.
28.
tfhoUc loch'll.
or two. Most of the Protestant martyrs were for personal deformity. Sancho Panza, hi3 | had concluded his testimony, and on reviewing
,,
,,
, Qi-Jiii
•
themselves, when dispassionately weighed
Messrs. Mason and Slidell have been given happily forbid me from resortin- to that de when she shall find that every harbor and ev
burnt- in their 1beards.
master, and Rosinante, were in their several •
he 8^'ate(i *-Hat he hild retained $140,000
ery river from the frontier ol Maine to the ex
conditions absolutely patterns of this interest- i wa!Ch he overlooked in h:s testimony, besides up to England. , I he official correspondence fence. Nor am I unaware that American-it tremity of Texas ia about to send out privateers
will
be
published
immediately
j
izens
are
not
in
any
case
to
be
unnecessarily
ing qualification. Hudibras and Ralpho. were i ~iia^ h® had stated in h;s testimony. 1 he
which will intercept, even in Australia, the
There Shall Be ITo Pain There.”
TI5E PICKET-GUARD.
New York, Dec. 28. , surrendered for any purpese into the keeping golden laden vessels of England—when she re
. .
. still more conspicuously ugly. Scarron, the Committee conclude this hr mb by saying that!
the
employment
of
Mr.
Cummings
w
is
unprof;
J ms promise is one of the golden clusters' favorite wit of France, was the most deformed
‘■All quiet along the P'tmnac” they say,
The official correspondence between our of a foreign State. Only the captured persons, collects that if she places a regiment on the
‘ Ex(cp‘, n w and then, a stray picket
that grow on that yine_planted for the healing little creature a lovely woman ever allowed itable and injurious to the public interests and ' Government and Great Britain relative to the however, or others who are interested in them, borders of Canada a large portion of that force
Is sh.-t as he walks on his beat to and fro,
a dangerous precedent. They censure the War seizure of the traitors Mason and Slidell is re could justly raise a question on that ground. wifi desert to the United States—when she re
of the nations, the Bible! Uoiv blessed a herself to be coupled to.
Py a rifleman hid in the thicket.
promise of the life that is to come is this
Department for allowing four months to elapse ceived.
It would tell little for our own claims to the flects that if she goes to war with united Ainer*Ti» nothin"—a private or two, now and then,
one, those only can know who have walked
without calling for the vouchers for the mon
The first is a letter from Secretary Seward character of a just and nagnanimous people it ca she wdl be met by two hundred thousand
Will not count in the news of the battle;
“
Father,
”
said
a
young
hopeful
the
other
ey so expended, and say such a ruinous profllong and frequently under the shadows o; wear
we should so far consent to be guided by the irish soldiers, who pant lor an opportunity of
Not an officer lost—only one of the men
day, ’‘how many fowls are there on this ta gacy in public, expenditure will organize an ar to Minister Adams, dated Nov. 30, in which he law of retaliation as to lift up the buried inju ivenging the wrongs of their race—when'she
iness and suffering.
Moaning out, all alone, the death-rattle.’’
compliments
the
latter
for
wisely
speaking
and
ble?
”
“
Why
said
the
old
gentleman,
as
he
»
»
»
»
*
*
“ No pain there,” to struggle with and en
my of ” sappers and miners, whose covert as acting at the Lord Mayors dinner, and also ries against national consistency and national s conscious that five millions of Irishman, indure: no burdens laid upon the eager spirit, looked complacently on a pair of nicely roast saults on the nation would scarcely be less ef states he told Lord Palmerston simply the fact, conscienceAll quiet alrng the Potomac to-niaht,
ha bitinq an Island which lies by her side, will
Where the soldiers lie peacefully denming;
wbii b the wonk frame tan not sustain ; no ed chickens that were smoking on the table, fective than the open assaults of its traitorous
Putting beyond me all suggestions of this sympathize with America rather than with
when
informing
him
the
life
of
the
insurrection
The:r tents, in the rays of the clear autumn moon
work, under which heart and strength fail, and “ there are two.” “ Two 1” replied the smart enemies.” (This Mr. Cummings is one of the was sustained by the hopes of its recognition kind, 1 prefer to express my satisfaction that England in such a struggle—when she fore
Or the light of the watch-fire, are gleaming.
which is at last laid mournfully aside ; no long hov, “ there are three, sir, and I’ll prove it.”— editors and proprietors of the New York World, by England and France, and if these hopes by the adjustment of the present case upon bodes with gloomy forecast, that the glory of
A tremulous sign, as the gentle night-wind
hours of fever and restlessne s ; no overtasked “ Three !” replied the old gentleman, who was a paper that has always defended the War De caesed the insurrection would perish in n'netv principles confessedly American, and vet, as England will forever pass away, and become
Through the forest-leaves softly is creeping;
brain and nerves in the homestead of those a plain, matter-of-fact man, “ I’d like to see partment and was exceedingly bitter towards days.
I trust, mutually satisfactory to both nations matter of history, if ever France and America
While stars up above, with their glittering eyes,
you prove it.” “ Easily done, easily done. Is Gen. Fremont.)
Keep guard—for the army is sleeping.
whom God shall number as his jewels !
Ha refers in the same note to the fact of the concerned, a question is finally and rightly unite in hostility to her—when sheknowsthat
not
that
one
?
”
said
the
smart
boy,
laying
bis
So, be comforted ye that mourn! Green
CATTLE, HORSES AND WAGONS.
arrest of Slidell and Mason bv Capt. Wilkes, settled between them, which heretofore, discus the ruler of France is watching, like an eagle,
There's only the s< und of the lone sentry’s tread
and shining rise the banks beyond the dark knife on the first; ‘‘and that two?” pointing
sions, but also the arbitrament of war itseli for an opportunity to pounce upon his prey,
and* unforeseen circumstance, whii
As he trumps from the rock to the fountain,
There
were
great
frauds
in
the
purchases
of
as a new anr
which for more than half a century, alienated tin
to
the
second
:
“
and
do
not
one
and
two
make
valley, and sweet healing is in the winds that
nd that France will be supported by the sym
And th’nks of tie two in the low trundle Led,
is
to
be
met
by
the
two
Governmei
ts.
if
possi

cattle,
Government
paying
but
little
less
per
three?
”
“
Really,
said
the
father,
turning
to
wander off from the meadows, freiglitened with
two countries from each other and perplexe pathy of Spain, and the gratitude of Italy, she
Far i v.iiy in the cot on the mountain.
ble
in
a
kindly
spirit.
Lord
Lyons
had
said
pound
live
weight
than
beef
retailed
at
in
the
his
wife,
who
was
stupefied
at
the
immense
blossoms fairer than the roses and lillies of
with fears and apprehensions all other nations. will be slow to encounter these hazards, even
His musket falls slnik—his face, dark and grim.
learning of her son, “ really, this boy is a gen- markets. In one case six horses, a carriage nothing on the subject and no explanations The four persons in question are now held in n defense of the flag that “has braved a thou
earth !
Grows gentle with memories tender,
were
furnished
Minister
Adams,
it
being
deem

and
harness
were
bought
for
§970;
the
pur

nius,
and
deserves
to
be
encouraged
•
”
and
As lie mutters a prayer for the children asleep—
Take through your pilgrimage this promise
ed prudent that the ground taken by the Brit military custody at Fort Warren, in the State sand years the battle and the breeze.”
For his mother—may Heaven defend her!
—let it he a new incentive, and strength, and then, to show that there’s fun in old folks as chaser retained two horses, the carriage and ish Government should first be made known of Massachusetts. They will be cheerfully lib
harness
and
turned
over
the
four
horses
at
the
well
as
young
ones,
he
added,
“
Wife
do
you
comfort to you—“ There shall be no pain there! ”
here and discussion be had here, but Secretarv erated. Your Lordship will please indicate a
The moon seems to shine just as brightly as then,
take one fowl, and I’ll take the second, and price paid for the whole.
That night when the love yet unspokan
•Seward deemed it proper to state that Capt. time and place for receiving them. I renew
John
may
have
the
third
for
his
learning.
”
We
shall
continue
our
abstract
of
this
re

Leaned up to his lips—when low-murmured vows
Wilkes acted without instructions, and the sub my assurance of my very high considera
The Harvest of Death.
port.
Were pledged to lie ever unbrol- en.
(Signed.)
ject
therefore is free from embarrassment which tions.
Dr. Lyon, Brigade Surgeon under Gen. Ly
Then drswaig his sleeves roughly over his eyes,
Wm. II. Seward.
might
have
ensued
if
the
act
had
been
special

He dashes iff tears that are welling,
A Defeat Instead of a Victory’
Corruption in the Army—The Report of ty directed. He trusts the British Government
on, at the battle of Wilson Creek, was witness
And gathers his gun closer up to its place,
the Van Wyck Congressional Commit will consider the subject in a f iendly temper
The Wheeling Intelligencer of the 23d says
to the following extroordinary incident:
As if to keep down the heart-swelling.
tee.
hat the late battle near the top of the Alleand it may expect the best disposition on our
A tall rebel soldier waved a large and costly
The New York Express, in speaking of the part.
He passes the founta:n. the blasted pine-tree,
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS.
ghanies between Gen. Johnston on the rebel
secession flag defiantly, when a cannon ball
The footstep is lagging and weary ;
report of the Van Wyck Congressional Com
The next letter is from Earl Russell to Lord
fii'e and Gen. Milroy on our side was a defeat
Ye* onward he gees, through the broad belt of light, struck him to the earth dead. A second sol
Lyons, dated November 30, which details the Smith O’Brien on a War with Eng
We have received the Report of what is mittee, says:
a us instead of a victory.
The first accounts
dier instantly picked up the postrate flag and
Toward the shade of ’he forest so dreary,
land.
were fictions, for it turns out not to be true
Hark ! was it. the night-wind that rustled the leaves? waved it again—a second cannon ball shatter known as the Van Wyck Investigating Com
While we, of New York, were pitying the Trent affair. lie says it thus appears that cer
that Johnson was shot through the mouth,
Was it moonlight so woinlrously flashing ?
ed his body. A third soldier raised and waved mittee into Government contracts. It num poor, plucked, picked goose, Uncle Sam, in St. tain individual® have been forcibly taken from
It looked like a rifle—“Ila ! Mary, good-bye!”
the flag, and a third cannon ball crashed into
Louis, as is almost always the case, “the a British vessel, the ship of a neutral power The National Brotherhood of St. Fatricl neither did the rebels slip away in the night,
bers
136
pages.
Of
course
we
can
only
make
And the life-blood is ebbing and plashing.
burning their camp. The Intelligencer gives as
bis breast, and he fell dead. Yet the fourth
to the Irish in America.
Greeks” were here, in New York city, under on a lawful and innocent voyage, an act of vi
■acts as following:
time the flag was raised, the soldier waved it. an abstract. We have already made note of our own eyes, by our own doors. The steamer olence which was an affront to the British flag
All quiet along the Potomac to-night,
and turned to climb over the fence with it into the report so far as it applied to the purchase L'ata'cne was bought by the collusion of a Gov and a violation of international law. Her Ma
Gen. M. took parts of some four or five regi
From the Dublin Freeman, December 5.
N> sound save the rush of the river :
ments—the 2d Virginia, the 9th and 13th InWhile soft falls the dew on the face of the dead— the wood. As he stood astride the fence a of vessels and the enormous profits accruing to ernment agent with a promise to pay § 0,000 jesty e Government is willing to believe the
In
a
letter
addressed
by
Mr.
William
Smitl
moment balancing, to keep the heavy flag up
The picket’s off duty forever.
for her in the case of loss for 9lS,uOO, the orig ict was without anti ori y and resulted from a
Brien to Mr. Seward. Secretary of State o liana, the 25th and 32d Ohio, marched from
right, a fourth cannon ball struck him in the Mr. Morgan of New York, the brother-in-law inal cost. Mr. Cummings, of the World new - misunderstanding, as the government of the O
the
Unite I States, we find the following ad., Cheat Mountain to the Alleghanies. some thir
LOXF.LT.
side, cutting him completely in two, so that ot the Secretary of the Navy. We make a paper, had $2,0‘JO,0!lu on hand, of which he United .States must be fully aware that the sions to recent events : By the recent seizure ty miles, and came upon the enemy in ambush,
one half of his body fell on onesideofthe fence ‘urther abstract as follows :
spends $-30,000 without any proper vouchers— British Government would not allow such an of the Confederate Commissioners on beard o: ome two thousand strong, with his own men
Fitting lor.ely, ever lonely,
and the other half the other side, while the
THE CATALINE.
$99,090 of which are said to be in the h mds o' affront to her national honor to pass without a British mail steamer, the Government of Mr juite exhausted. Our men discovered at the
WaiPn-. waitin'?7 for one only,
flag itself lodged on the fence and was captured
R. M. Blatchford. vouched for. Cattle are full reparation, and the British Government Lincoln has incurred a fearful responsibility first fire that a great mistake had been made.
Thus I count the weary moments passing by;
The
first
matter
enquiredjnto
was
the
char
a few minutes afterwards by our troops. Our
brought for Washington at 8 cents per i ouna unwilling to believe thatthe U. S. deliberately 1 take lor granted that this act will not be dis They had been lead to expect a different meet
•
An'l the heavy evening gloom
ter
party
of
the
steamer
Cataline.
This
steam
intended unnecessarily to lorce a discussion of
troops captured three rebel flags but lost none.
Gathers slowly in the room
er was chartered by order of Gen. Wool o: live weight, i ut sublet to Wilson and Allerton so grave a question between the two govern avowed. I take for granted that it was inten ing. Scouts had reported the enemy only about
An.l the ehi!l November il irkness dims ’he sky.
i thousand strong, and in a place where they
of New York for 64, the profits on wh cfi to
New
York,
during
the
time
when
the
railroads
ments, her Majesty’s government trusts that ded as a deliberate afl'rount to the English na •.ould easily be taken. Our men were all eager
Now the countless busy feet
the
original
contractors
were
-32,^68
Li
,
whil-.
tion.
I
take
for
granted
that
it
was
designe
near
Baltimore
were
ripped
up.
The
boat
was
Found a Cart.
Cross each other ’’n the street.
Wilson A:Allerton made a profit, at 64 cents die government of the United States will of its as a bold and defiant answer to the insolence ness to bag them. They supposed themselves
And I wut< h the faces flitting past mv door.
Near Tioga, Pa., lived an old fellow named chartered at §i-;,Of” j cr nfon'.h, the Govern of from -1 ’,0.it■ to Bo,'09! James L. Dayton, own accord offer such redress as alone could which has been directed against the America! louble as strong as the enemy. Instead of that,
Rut the step that lingered niehtly.
ment to have the refusal of the boat at foO,
satisfy them viz : the liberation of the four
John Brown. He was tl»» proprietor of a yoke 0O0
were scarcely more than half as many.—
And the hand that rapped so lightly,
the charter, and in case of destruc of lit Nassu street an agent of the Govern persons and their delivery to Lord Lyons, that nation by every organ of British opinion eve they
of cattle, a cart, and a few acres of rather pro tion during
And the face that beamed so brightly,
ment
buys
of
John
O.
Taylor,
of
New
York,
since the civil war broke out in the Unite , No wonder, then, that in finding their mistake,
by
fire
the
government
to
pay
$50,000.
—
.hey
may
again
be
placed
under
British
aua d coming on a heavy fire, one or two of the
ductive land. John Brown was in the habit of
Conte no more!
day before the contract was made the six horses, a top buggy, ami two sets ot'4i.-.rness Jioriiy and a suitable apology for the aggres- states. However this may be. it is assure U\ r ■ riments flinched badly at first. The expedi
T5y the fire-light’s fitful gleaming
going to town with a “jag” of wood or a little The
for $970, but only four horses are h inded over
an act which is fraught with consequence
boat
had
been
purchased
for
§18,000.
At
the
-aroiL
committedShould
these
terms
not
be
T am dreaming, ever dreaming.
garden produce, which he would dispose of for end of 2J months the boat wasburn erL It was Co tTlU Goi CT-riinciit lOl tlroag ©9IV, ifilff iro—trryr
tlrat may hereafter become most disastrous to tion was a volunteer one altogether, and com
And the r-iin is clo=elv fal’ing all around,
i few shillings. Then he would resort to the .-hown that the boat if new would be worth buggy, no harness ! The engraving of the offered by Mr. Seward you will propose them both parties who are now contending with each panies were made up from the different regi
And voices that arc nearest.
co
him.
ments just as individuals offered.
tavern, and get most stupidly drunk, when about §30,000, and that at the time she went Treasury-notes here turns out to he ajob. The
Of friend the best and dearest.
A dispatch from M. Thouve ial to M. Mer o.her. Unless England consent to forego all
How many w* lost does not seem to be known
some one would tumble into his cart and start into government employ she was worth only steamer Stars and Stripes, which eosi the New
claims to manhood or national honor, she mus
Appear to have a strange and distant sound.
cier,
French
Minister
to
our
Government,
is
the cattle for l o ne, whe’ e they usually arrived about $12,000. The swindle in this case was Haven Propeller Company $35,009, is so <1 to
Now the weary win 1 is sighing.
recent this seizure, and, if the So rth bedispos with any degree of certainty. Most of our
ilso
contained
in
the
correspondence
in
which
s fe’y. One afternoon when old Brown had perpetrated through a steamboat captain. Mr. Geo. D. Morgan, by the President of hat
deid were left in possession of the enemy.—
An 1 the ranrking day is dyin".
M. i'houvvn 11 urge.- that a neutral flag from a ed to accept her cooperation, the successors o
An I the withered leaves lie scatterc round my door; been thus packed off", some youngsters followed
Comstock, who was confided in by the govern Company. Mr. C.S. Bushnell, for 55,000,and neutral to another neutral port covers the per Washington must be prepared to encounter haz Neither do we know their loss. It is only pre
B't the voii c whose gonGe rr eting
him out of town a short distance, unhitched the ment agents, while he' was playing into the the Company gives him (B.j a commission for sons and merch indize it carries and adopts the ardsmore dangerous than have ever manaceo sumed that they suffered more than we did It
S 7 this heart so wildly leatin
cattle fora the cart and permitted them to pro- hands of the owner.
making the sale of§8,000, while Morgan has
At ea' h fi nd and f eqnent inci ting
laid down in the dispatch of Eari the Western Republic. United, the States ot is we'l known, thatthe design of the expedi
ce -d homeward. The warm sun awoke Mr.
21 per cent, as his commission on the pur principles
Comee no mote1
Russel,
to
which Mr. Seward appropriately re America might defy the world, but while they tion was frustrated, and we were compelled to
PURCHASE
OF
ARMS.
Brown af er a while, and he raised himself
chase! Mr. Geo. I). Morgan's eommiss oi s
are divided the interposition of a powerful ar fall back with the enemy unbagged.
plies.
The great demand for arms produced unpre h ive already been near .SlOO.OOO, and are daily
slowly up. an 1 gazed vacantly around. Rub
biter must rule their destinies.
A corresponded of the Ohio Statesman, who
The
following
is
from
Lord
Lyons
to
Mr.
bing bis eyes and saratehing his head he thus cedented speculation, and the Government was increasing. Old Austrian rejected muskets, in
The navy of England, issuing from the ports was in the battle, speaks of it as “another re
i
soliloquized: "W-who am I? (A pause.) If the victim of more than one conspiracy. A voiced here at §2 to 52.4”, were sold here for Seward :
of Halifax, St. Johns, Bermuda and of the pulse.” Twice did our friends drive the rebels,
lam John Bbrown, I ve loss’ a yok’ oxen firm in New York sold -5,000 Austrian mus Fremont's army at 6.60. They could not be
West Indies, and cooperating with a land but after five hours fighting, and the giving out
Washington, Dec. 27.
Fi a nt John Brown—(another pause)—bo kets to Gen. Fremont at §6 50 each, which cost used, for they were good for nothing tor ourar
lorce which appears to be little short of half a of the ammunition our force-s withdrew, leav
To
the
Hon.
Wm.
II.
Seward,
&c
:
A Curl Cut off With an Ax.
in New York §2 for 12,000 of them, and ol. 40 m v. The Hall carbines sold by the Ordnance
kev! I've found a cart.”
million of men, will not only raise the block ing the dead on the field.
Silt :—I have this morning received the note ade of every Southern port, but will sweep the
for 18,000. These were rejected Austrian arms. Bureau, costing here $d 50 or $4 75, were sold
A TRUE INCIDENT.
They were ordered by Fremont, when in press to one Simon Stevens for the S4 59 or $4 75, which you did me the honor to address to me American coast from New Brunswick io the
Rebel Evacuation of Galveston.
Charging a Jury.
ing need. These arms are of but little value, who sold the entire lot for Fremont's arniv, ai vesterdav in answer to Eari Russell's dispatch
A short time since the telegraph announced
“Do vou see this lock of hair ?” said an old
If the jury believe from tlieevidence thatthe owing to their peculiar construction. There is <22 each. Immense army supplies, both in of Nov. 30, relative to the removal of Mr. Ma Potomac, burning every town and city which
plaintili and defendant were partners in the an unpaid claim for them of $166,000. The the army and navy, have been purchased pri son and Mr. Slideil, and Mr. McFarland and lies within reach of the formidable prejectiles the evacuation of Galveston, Texas, bv the
man to me.
“Yes : but what of it? It is. T supdose. the grocery, aud the plaintiff bought out the de committee say the “purchase of the arms was vately, under contract express or implied with ami Mr. Eustis, liom the British mail packet of modern artillery, aim capturing every com rebels ; but, so unreliable are rumors in gener
mercial vessel that m iv vent-re to quit the
curl Oom the head of a dear child long since fendant, and gave his note for the interest, and an act of manifest improvidence.”
out any competition being invited. A vas: Trent. 1 will without loss of time forward to protection of a Federal fortress. As for Cana al, that no one believed this. The rumor how
the defendant paid for the note by delivering to
gone to God.”
There was another purchase of “ Hall’s car amount of supplies have been brought upon iier Majesty’s Government, a copy of the im da, the modern statesman of England care lit
e'er, turns out to be correct, as will be seen
“It is not. It is a lock of my hair; and it the plaintiff a cow. which he warranted “not bines ’—five thousand tour hundred—in which what is called requisition. Major Eaton and portant communication which you have made
is now nearly seventy years since it was cut from breathy,” and the warranty was broken by Simon Stevens, of Pennsylvania, sold the lot Colonel Tompkins, of the Unite 1 States Army, to me. I will also w.tiiout delay do myself the tle whether it call itself British or American from the following extract from the Houston
reason of the breacliiness of the cow, and he to Gen. Fremont for §22each, he, Stevens, hav in this city, have been practically superseded honor to confer with you personally on the ar but if an attempt be made by the Federal Telegraph of the 2d inst:
this head.”
“But why do you prize a lock of your hair drove the cow back and tendered her to the ing bought them for §1 ,50 each, of a Mr. in their purchases here, by Mr. Alexander rangements to be made for delivering the four tates to force the Canadians into an incorpor
On the 20th ult., a council of war was held
defendant, but the defendant refused to receive Eastman, who bought them only last June of Cummings, of the World. The Secretary ot gentlemen to me in order that they may again ation with the Northern section of the repub
so much ?”
“It has a story7 belonging to it. and a strange her. and the plaintiff took her home again and our Government at §3 50 each and after alter War having authorized Cummings and Govern be placed under tne protection of the British lic, they will simply bring upon themselves an at Galveston, at which it was determined that
additional foe. They will be attacked on their it was impossible to defend the citv successful
one. I keen it thus with care, because it speaks put a heavy yoke or poke upon her to prevent ing them at an expense of 75 cents to 1 25each or Morgan to make all necessary arrangements flag. 1 have the honor to be, Ac.
northern as well as their southern frontier ly. The largest guns at the fortifications up
to me moie of God and of bis special care than her from jumping the fence, and by .reason ot sold them to Stevens. The sale in June by our for the transportation of troops, ate., the Gov
Signed,
and, thus overmatched, t hey will be compelled on the Island were 32-pounders, smooth bores,
the yoke or poke broke her neck and died ; and Government was by order of’the Secretary of
anyth1 ng else 1 possess.
L
yons
.
to yield to the dictates of necessity acd submit having a range not exceeding two miles, while
“I was a little child of four years old. with if the injury further believe that the defend War on recommendation of the Ordinance Bu ernor bequeathed the extraordinary power to
Mr. Seward replies to Lord Lyons by whom to an ignominious peace. This is the course the enemy’s guns were of the largest calibre,
Ion", curly locks, which, in sun, or rain, or ant s interests in the grocery was worth any reau, and this, too. when we were buying re his brother, Geo. D. Morgan—but Cummings
w'nd. hung down mv cheeks uncovered. One thing, the plaintiff s note was worthless, and jected arms from Europe. The Government was the real man. Mr. Cummings buys shoes he was furnished a copy of Earl Russell s let of events which British opinion now antici shooting with accuracy three or four miles.—dav my father went into the woods to cut up a the cow good for nothing either for milk or got for them §3 50 each, and in a few weeks of Benedict & Hall here, who lend him money ter stating the dispatch has been submitted to pates. Scarcely a single Englishman or Irish To await an attack was simply to invite the
log and I went with him. I was standing a beef, than the jury must find out themselves bought them back again at $22 each—losing from time to time, for $2 20 a pair, worth $1 9 the President, Mr. Seward states that the West Briton is to be found who did not rejoice surrender or de truction of our troops and the
litTle behind him. or rather at his side, watch how they must decide the case ; for the court, $90,0-10 in the operation. This Stevens at the to >2. but if pegged, only §1.25 a pair. The British Government rightly conjectured what when the civil war broke out in America, be- city, without the power of inflicting injury up
ing with interest the strokes of the heavy ax. if it understands itself, and it thinks it does, lime said he had a verbal appointment under ubiquitous II orid editor Cummings, purchases is now my duty to state that Gapt. \V ilkes act ause the English people have been made to on the assailants. It was thought best, there
as it went up and came down upon the wood, don’t know how such a case should be deci Gen. Fremont as Aid. The offer was made by coal in Philadelphia, when there is an officer ed upon his own suggestions of duty without feel that the United States were becoming a fore. under all the circumstances, to evacuate
of the Government there—-a Quartermaster any direction or instruction or even foreknowl power with whose ascendence they would soon Galveston, and occupy in the'tear of the city,
sending off split ters with every stroke in all ded.
Stevens to Fremont by telegraph, and Gen. and Commissary. There are other purchases edge of it on the part of this Government. No be unable to cope.
so as to repel any advance of the Federal
directions. Some of the splinters felt at my
Fremont replied thus:
For the reason I am convinced that they troops after they had landed.
of his—linen pants ($17,220,000)—straw hats directions had been given him or any other na
feet, and 1 eagerly stooped to pick them up. In
An Incident with a Moral.
St. Louis, August 6.
In consequence of this determination an or
—(4.145.68), articles never provided for thear val officer to arrest the four persons, or any ol would now rejoice to obtain an opportunity o!
doing so I stumbled forward, and in a moment
I will take the whole 5,000 carbines ; send my—with ale and porter, and tongues, etc., them on the Trent, or any other British vessel, destroying the Northern section ot' the repub- der was issued for the removal of all the hos
mv curly head lav upon the log. I had fallen
A chaplain in one of the regiments of the
or any neutral vessel there or elsewhere. Af lie by forming an alliance with the Southern. pital patients from Galveston to Hnusoon, which
just at the moment when the ax was coming Potomac narrates the case of a sick soldier, by Express. Send also ammunition. Devote etc.
But—enough! Enough! Column after col ter discussing the whole subject at great length 1'hev would thus acquire, without impediment, was accomplished immediately. All the pub
uown wi h all its force. It was too late to stop which strikingly illustrates the reasoning of yourself selcly to that business to-day.
umn is filled with evidence and detail on these on all its bearings, Mr. Seward says : 1 trust the cotton and other raw materials with which lic and private property was being rapidly re
the the blow. Down came the ax. I scream
J. C. FREMONT.
I have shown to the satisfaction of the British the Southern States have been accustomed to moved to Houston, when Judge Hill left Gal
ed, and mv father fell to the ground in terror. many men in the camp and out of it. Some
The words we have put in italics show that points ! The Rev. Sidney A. Crrev, a clergy Government by a very simple and natural state supply them, whilst they would extinguish the veston.
He could not stay the stroke, and in the blind one liad mentioned to the soldier the case of Fremont supposed Stevens was acting under man residing in Thirty seventh street, near
The proprietor of the News had rented a
ness which the sudden horror caused, he thogbt the Vermonter who was seutenced to be shot his orders and for the Government—ami shows Fifth Avenue, “was in the horse contracts of ment of facts, and analysis of law applicable political and commercial greatness of a formid
he had killed his boy. We soon recovered : for sleeping on his post. During the evening the pressing need for the arms at the West._ the Secretary of War.” Corey resold part oi io them that this Government have neither able rival. In view of these contingencies do house in Houston, and announced that his
meditated nor practiced nor approved any de I ask you to lower the “Stars and Stripes, next issue would be printed in that city, and
I from my fright, and he front his terror. He
The evidence shows Stevens is a rogue. I n this bis contract for a bonus of $500, to parties who
caught me in his arms and looked at me from following, the fever setting violently, the sick transaction the Committee report that the Gov have gone West to purchase horses to fill it. liberate wrong in the transactions to which and t© humble yourself to England ? By no all the other newspaper establishments, it is
they have called its attention, and on the con means ; but I earnestly entreat you to renew supposed have done the same. The guns have
head to foot, to find out the deadly wound man imagined that he was the man sentenced eminent was swindled to the amount of 49,- etc.
trary that what has happened, has been sim- relations of amity, if not of affection, with those been removed frnrn the different fortifications,
But enough ! Enough ! Enough 1
which he was sure he had inflicted. Not a to be shot. The surgeon being called, the fol 000.
i ly an inadvertancy consisting in a departure who are your natural friends, who ought to be and the troops have fallen back to the termin
drop of blood nor a scar was to be seen. He lowing conversation ensued:
ARMY SUPPLIES.
oy the Naval officer, free from any wrongful your brothers in affection as they are your bro us of the railroad bridge on the island, and a
knelt upon the grass and gave thanks to a gra
motive, from a rule uncertainly established, thers by the relation of k’ndred. Answer the ■ still larger force stationed at Virginia Point, oa
Impudent Imposter Exposed.
“Doctor, I am to be shot in the morning,
The Committee reports that in the Western
cious God. Having done so, he took up his
The House Committee of Elections have re and probably by the several parties concerned Brit ish demands in the language of diplomacy.1 the mainland.
ax and foun. a ew hairs upon its edge. lie and wish you to send for the chaplain. I de Department “requisitions supplied the place
It. seems that General Hebert has been noti
One instance is given where ported a resolution that Charles Henry Foster either imperfectly understood, or entirely un Quote authorities and precedents to show that
turned to the lo . he he had been splitting, and sire to make all necessary preparation for my ot contracts.
the firm of Child, Pratt & Fox, of St. Louis, in s not entitled to a seat in this Congress, either known. For this error the British Govern .ou are justified by the law of nations, and fied of a contemplated attack, but is not ad
there was a single curl of his boy’s hair, sharp end.”
men-t has a right to expect the same repara specially by the example of England, in the vised as to the point that may be first assail
“ They shall not shoot you, I’ll take care of a sale of $800,000 supplies to the army made a
ly cut through and laid upon the wood. How
great the escape! It was as if angel had turn you. Whoever comes to take you from here. profitof 40 per cent. The committee say “It 'rom the first or second districts of North Car tion that we as an independent estate should seizure of these commissioners. .Such discus ed.
ed aside the edge at the moment when it was I shall have them arrested and put under is proper to remark that in furnishing supplies olina. The Committee pursued the investiga- expect from Great Britain or from any other sions will give you time for deliberation and
for preparation ; but lose not an hour in liber Sicka933 ia our Army at Port Royal.
descending on my head. With renewed thanks guard.”
in the western department the commanding *ion so far as to be entirely satisfied that the friendly Nation in a similar case.
I have not been unaware that in exam ing ating the commissioners. Send them to the
The New York Tribune's Port Royal corres
upon his lips he took up the curl, and went
“Will you, dear Doctor? Thank you—thank general was peculiarly unfortunate in the char • daim was founded on imposition, and so well
home with me in his arms.
you—well, then, you need not send for the acter of the men by whom he was surrounded, satisfied of this fact was Mr. Foster himseif this question, 1 have fallen into an argument Gonfederate headquarters, and tell them to re pondence, which we publish this morning will
“That lock he kept all his days as a mem chaplain just yet.”
(We do not see that Gen. Fremont's integrity, ihat he reluctantly abandoned the claim. The for whakseems to be a British side of it against turn to Washington as plenipotentiaries duly lie read with interest and sorrow. The
orial of God s care and love. That lock he
resolution was adopted. This man Foster mv own country, but- I am relieved from all authorized to treat respecting the terms of aii
The chaplain in mentioning the instance, however, is called in question.)
left to me on his death-bed.— The Independent.
needs looking after. A late Norfolk paper embarrassment on that subject. I had hardly immediate suspension of arms, and respecting savs editorially:—Aan
The
committee
calls
attention
to
the
pur
adds “How like sinners at home!”
“Tjeneral Sherman’s expedition landed at
chase of supplies in New York, by Alexander states that “ C. II. Foster Union member oi fallen inio'that line of argument when I dis an early adjustment of the questions at issue
Port Royal on November. B fore the end of
Beards of the Fathers.
Cummings, under direction of the’Secretary of Congress for North Carolina, is a Knight o covered that I was really defending and main between the Northern and Southern States.
Fun in Richmond.
If this be the language of common sense, do t/c mod' out of fifteen thousand men, nearly foe
Most of the fathers of the Church wore and
War. The committee say “ no person but the .he Golden Circle, and sworn even to aid the taining, not exclusively British interest, but an
'thousand haa been on the sick list. Of these, eigliapproved of the beard. Clement of Alexan •
*er® arc arnusing as well as serious doings Secretary of War seems to have been aware South in weal or woe; that be was an active old, honored and cherished American cause not despise it because it comes from an island (v-four
died in November, and at the last advi
dria says, “Nature adorned man, like a lion N n1C-n1UTTd.' A letter frem there to the ot Mr. Cummings’ peculiar fitness for so im and prominent member of the Association in not upon British authorities, but upon princi which has for ages been the victim of misgovwith a beard, as the mark of strength and pow Bashville Union says:
portant a dutv as the purchase of supplies.’ North Carolina, and administered the solemn ples that constitute a large portion of the dis erninent. I believe that the language which I ces more 'ban six hundred were yet seriously
ill. The diseases which have thus scourged
er.” Lactantius, Theodoret, St. Augustine, kable in^inmniaFkTh ' Two millions of dollars were placed in the oath. &c., to many members there.” It also tinctive policy by which the United -States have now hold bespeaks the sentiments of a barge the
expedition are congestive ai d remittent fe
and St. Cyprian, are all eloquent in praise of
hands of Mr. Cummings without any security, states that Marble N. Taylor, now Provision developed the resources of a continent and thus majority oi my fellow countrymen ; and there
and of this the committee say, “ Mr. Cum al Governor of North Carolina, was a chaplain become a considerable maritime power and is not among the nations of the. earth a people who vers, acute dysentery and malarious pneumo
this c haracteric feature, about which many dis most beautiful girl in town
nia, all of the most malignant and dangerous
““"Smpown o“ mings seem3 to have expened $109,099 ac in a North Carolina regiment, and an earnest won the respect and confidence of many na entertain toward the Ifuited S ates of A'^oriea so tvpe,
cussions were raised in the early ages of the
and all incident to tlie climate and sure
much affection as is felt by the Irish. They have
Church, what matters of discipline engaged the day this wedding took place aniar of XhtJ cording to his own fancy, buying, among oth preacher of the Word, as given to him by the tions.
These principles were laid down for us by not forgotten that they were received and fosteiea to be produced by over work and exposure.—
much of the attention of leaders.
carried to the altar a miss of seventh , °ht- er things, $21,000 worth of linen pants and prophet Jeff. These statements should be in
James Madison in 1894, when Secretary ot by the Americans at a time when they were driven The climate ie subject to sudden changes, which
quired into.
To settle these disputes, at the fourth Coun xners. Mr. “Black Diamonds’S^f^f straw hats.”
State under Jefierson, in his instructions to from their homes by English misgovernment, an are peculiarly trying to the sick, who are not
This Mr. Cummings bought provisions with
cil of Carthage—A. D., 252, Can. 54—it was the editors of the Examiner, ia amon" the 1: ‘
under proper shelter. The rapid fall in tem
JEJ£a^*Gen. Halleck is described, by a gentle James Monroe, then our Minister to Eng when their death, proscription and exile were h-ailea perature on December 3, was folio wed says our
enacted “ that a cleric shall not cherish his of hymen ial victims. Some of these marriage^ out. seeing them, or even knowing whether the
,y
England
with
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land.
persons
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regular
dealers
or
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who
saw
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as
appearing
to
have
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hair nor shave his beard.” Bingham quotes took place in a church, aud were attended with
ot confined to the prejudiced masses Jor whom wen correspondent, by instant increase in thennmMt. Seward says, after quoting these instruc
an early letter, in which it is said by one who with very noisy and very ludicrous demonstra not, and without knowing what kind of pro ing to do except smoke, lie puffs continually,
.
i;. words, n'T
’.o (lefts
rtfP gone, ber of deaths. On that night/three sick men,
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God the Celts are gone—gone wtth a ven- in a fair wav of recovery, having no sufficient
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most
habit, g lit and modest countenance and dis- j above saluted his bride, the whol congregate:
” q’hev are even still reminded that protection f. om the weather, were literaBy frocourse were all religious, and agreeable; to j shou.ed, and the boys poured a perfect nail h ■•ilwai-e men, he Gummings, supposing them going on. lie has a rich field for the exercise cherished principles, release and reverse and ffo*1 exultation was shared, and is shared, by sen to death—their systems weakened by lllthese n s h tir was short and his beard long.” ) storm of peanut hulls at the bald sconce of the to be dealers in produce, and trusting entirely ofgenius. If''" a” ’order out of the cha foreverabandon itsessential policy. The coun he leadin" statesmen of England—by minis- ness not beBi" able to res’st a derree of cold
’ie 'bat firm he purchased a large amount os of the ’ W s rn D?pvtme’ t.” he will try cannot afford the sacrifice. If I maintain
A source of dispute between the Roman and aged groom. Richmond is evidently rotening ,i' ofp ?
nard bread, he supposed, of a B iston house prove himselie only a great General, but no these principles and adhere to th it policy. I te-s and viceroys who are still in the habit of! that in g o ’ h a h would have been hardly a
Greek churches has been the subject of wear- rapidly.”
j bu« left entirely to his clerk, giving no atten- mean statesman.
i must surrender the case itself. It will be ftndin" in every decrease of the population of1 source of discomfort.”

(Lbc -Democratic ^Banner
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Bloody Tragedy at Warsaw.
Alledged Conspiracy in Indiana.
i placed under orders until hostilities are actu-l
The Republican Party.
EDITORIAL BREVITIES.
A bloody tragedy occurred at the town of
j ally declared.
The Republican papers claim that a treason
The Republican party still hvcs.-'-Adadison
j The Adriatic with nearly 1400 troop? of the
Warsaw, on the Ohio river, one day last week. able organization has been discovered in the
ltttc ' Journal.
— Eben P. Sturges, Esq., an old and wealthy WAR PREPARATIONS CONTINUING Grenadier Guards, and the Parana with about I
It
appears
that
as
the
fleet
of
steamers
bear

edited by L. ILARPEB.
, otate of Indiana, which they assert was gotten citizen of Mansfield, died on theeveningofNew
___ i In commenting on the above text, the J/U
1000 of the Scott Fnsileer Guards, left SouthIN ENGLAND.
ing Wynkoop’s cavalry regiment passed the ■ up by lion. J. G. Davis, who has recently fled
i ampton on the 20th for British North Anieri-]
UE 18 A FREEMAN WHOM THE TRUTH MAKES i hee.’ ' tcaizZ-ee jVcu’S remarks : “ Yes it lives—but we
Year’s day.
i ca.
—“ i have civil war, a broken Union, an enormous town, the Unionists, who were gathered on the i to “ Dixie.” The Indianapolis Journal gives
Shipment of Troops to Canada.
—Saturday's telegraphic dispatch®? were to
The steamer Cleopatra would leave Liver
bank
of
the
river,
commenced
cheering,
when
MOUNT VE3XOS, OHIO:
the
following
as
the
aims
of
this
society
:
1 public debt, a direct tax, an oppressive tariff,
tally devoid of interest.
pool on the List for Queenstown, there to ema
man
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a
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1. Opposition to the Administration,
TUESDxlY MORNING,
- - JAN. 7, 1862 : an empty treasury, a deserted Capital, ihe
New York, Dec. 31. j bark over 500 men oftlie 17th Regiment.
— The Stark County Bank, at Canton sus
ver, and swore he could whip seven Lincoln
y- Opposition to the War Tax.
~ ! grave of Washington is in a hostile land.
The -Etna, from Liverpool on the 18th and
Magdalena would embark about 1,000 men
pended
on
Wednesday
last.
3. Opposition to taking up arms against the
Queenstown 19th, arrived here at 8 A. M.
at Southampton on the 21st.
MASON AND SLIDELL SURREN1 Half a million men in arms maintain the Pres men. lie shot at a Union man named Clem- bou them Confederacv.
___
.... .
> —The President of the Bank of the State of
The Asia reached Liverpool on the ltith.
i The mail steamers of the Peninsula and OriDERED.
Ii(lcnt 5n bis
his seat. A thousand battfo-field? I moms, who returned tne fire, and Leonard fell
d. Io defend each other to death if necessa-' Indiana, issued a card to the public on theJlst
The steamers of the Canadian and New York 'ental Company, numbering about 50, were to
mortally wounded. A general shooting then
lntb.enrlv part of tat week the country j
MokI ofour country'- cl.ildrctu
ult., saying that under no conceivable state of and Philadelphia lines were 8tipulatin<r with he armed and made capable of resisting privaIn initiating a candidate the following ques
« funded i,v the dispa,che, fro,,, Utah- ! The deep trcnchce are t„ ,„g .«., the bod . began, in the Course of which twenty-four shots
circumstances would that bank suspend specie shippers for the right to call at any intermedi , teers in case of War.
tions
are
proposed
:
were
tired.
Talbot
Leonard,
a
brother
of
J
ohn,
ate port to discharge cargoes, &c., should it be : The gunboats in the second class reserve, at
..... ............... ‘
......
ies of
awakens
of our fairest sons. The nat.on
.
payment,
tngton that our Government had agreed to ics
JlOfcE OF INITIATING A CANDIDATE.
deemed unsafe to go to their ports of destina , Portsmouth, had been ordered to be fitted out
each day (o the boom of hostile guns. Ihe was shot, and instantly killed. Both of these
— Pennsylvania has now one hundred thou tion.
] immediately.
give up Messrs. Mason and STudei.l to Eng glittering bayonets of regiments of men are Leonard?; were violent Secessionists, and have
Ihe following questions are propounded to
Lincoln's message claimed great attention, i A Berne telegram asserts that France had
sand men in service in Virginia, Maryland
land ! Although from the begining we did not passing along the streets to the murderous work been the cause of all the trouble in that place. the candidates:
Clemons received a pistol shot through the
Questions—Arevou a Democrat or Republi Kentucky,“and North and South Carolina and notwithstanding public feeling was deeply en issued a diplomatic circular, taking ground
indorse the act of Com. Wilkes In forcibly cap
grossed with the death of Prince Albert. The against the arrest of Mason and Slidell, and
of the battle field, fhe people rise in the morn- hand, and John Oliver.was shot through the can ?
several thousand more in camp.
turing those gentlemen while on hoard a neu
silence of the President's message on the Trent had sent representatives to Washington, in orand lie down at night, amid scenes ot mor arm. Ihe two Leonards out of the way—one
Answer—I am a Democrat. (Ifhcsayshe
— Camp Dennison, on the little Miama Rail affair was tnc subject of much conjecture and ! der to determine the American Government to
tral vessel, sailing from a neutral port, believ tal strife. The. newspaper columns throng with oi them dead and the other mortally wounded is a Republican, lie takes an oath that he will
road, seventeen miles from Cincinnati, and comment. It uas generally regarded as a loop make indispensihie concessions.
ing it wan unwise and inif.olitic ; yet, after the sickening details of murder and death. The —and the affray was ended. Subsequently the no longer vote or act with that party.)
The morning Post says: The Americans
town was occupied by a detachment of Union
Question—Arc you in favor of suppressing Camp Chase, near Columbus are the only au hole for escape and gave rise to sole hopes of
Secretary of Naw had fully sanctioned the
old gorgeous banner of the Union, with its troops, and several Secessionists, including a the war?
peace, although its construction was warlike. J cannot possibly complain of the tenor of the
proceeding in his annual report, anti Congress
thorized camps in this state for the mustering The Times argues that by’ this studied silence i dispatch to Lord Lyons.
cheerful blazonry, once the radieut emblem of son of Humphrey Marshall, arrested. Great
Answer-—No.
had approved it, by a commendatory resolution,
the President has left himself a door for re
Question—Are you opposed to the war tax : of troops.
.greatness, progress, unity and power, droops excitement prevailed, but no further violence
we did not suppose that oflr Government would
— The Committee to examine the Stevens’ treat, hut thinks the chances of peace undoubt Statement of Congressman Ely—His Cap
was
anticipated.
Answer
—
I
am.
amid the smoke oftlie conflict—its glory paled,
tivity.
-------------- --------------------hack right square out the moment John Bull
Question—Will you pledge yourself, at the Iron Battery, have reported to Congress adver edly diminished, and says, nothing can he
more ungracious than the President’s treat
From
Mr.
Ely
’
s
story
of hia capture at Bull
risk
of
life
and
property,
not
to
raise
arms
ex

began his Uustering talk about going to war. many stars stricken out. Prisons full, grainsely upon the propriety of finishing it.
Ten Ships to Our One.
ment of foreign powers, when for their forbear Run and his subsequent captivity in Richmond
cept to protect this organization?
Although the arrest, in the manner it was fields barren, homes in mourning, husbandmen
A correspondent of the Manchester Guar
—
Mrs
McClellan,
a
Mew
star
in
the
Presi

ance a gracious and courteous acknowledge we extract as follows:
Answer—I will.
made, was all wrong, still, to give up these rep turned soldiers ; the plow idle in the furrow ; dian, writing upon the presumption that war
The oath is then administered, and consists dential mansion, is described as of medium ment was due.
great
ships
rotting
at
the
wharves
of
our
cities;
When the retreat of troops began at Bull
The Times also devotes an article to the re
resentatives of the rebel government writer a
in the novetiate swearing that he will not di hight, and fine form. Her eyes are hazel,
with the United States is inevitable, says:
Run, he was going forward toward the Stone
grass
growing
in
places
where
busy
feet
were
port
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
which
it
vulge
the
Society
’
s
secrets,
ill
oppose
the
Ad

threat, is certainly mortifying to our national
splendid and speaking. Her face id not hand
“The activity at the Tower, the Admiralty,
Bridge to learn the particulars oftlie fight, when
pride. If no threats of declaring war against wont to tread ; the avenues of trade locked up; and the dockyards continues. The officials of ministration, resist payment of War tax, and some, but it beams with gentleness, affection, treats with ridicule, and denounces as an un- he was surrounded by a company of rebel in
paralelled crime the project of blocking up
will not take up arms to fight against the
the
voice
of
humanity
stifled
in
the
din
of
the
our country had come from England, it is not
fantry under Captain Mullins. That officer
that best-abused of all departments—the Ad Southern Confederacy, ond only in self de intelligence, and determination.
ports by sunken vessels.
probable that Mason and Slidell would have deathly work of fighting men; the family circle miralty—are in high spirits. Bullied as they fense.
The Post treats the message as undeniably treated him with much respect, and conveyed
— The Eveniny Post understands that Mr.
The initials “ M. P. >S.” stand for Mutual John B. Haskin, late member of Congress from warlike, and though remarking on the silence him at once to Col. Cash, who was much exbeen surrendered. It is this thing ot appear torn assunder in hostile groups ; free speech re have been, when, they ask, at any time in our
to the Trent affair, says it was scarcely eited and threatened to shoot him. He was,
ing to the world as being forced, by an exhibi strained ; a free press hampered; the writ of history were such ships brought forward in Protection Society. The sign of recognition is W estchcster, has been offered a position on the relative
within the ordinary scope ot the message. It however, marched on to Manassas, seven miles
given by rubbing the right- eye with the fore
right
suspended;
the
civil
law
superseded;
a
tion of gunpowder and hall, to do an act, even
such numbers, so rapidly, and in such perfect finger of the right hand, and is answered by staff of Gen. McClellan, and will probably ac also charges the President with ingratitude in from where he was captured, through a road
dark with dust. He suffered greatly for water,
dealing with maratime powers.
rightful in itself, that makes the thing unpleas military existing, and its permanent establish order ? The disproportion of our available rubbing the left eye with the second finger of cept.
ment threatened, predicted, and probable—thia
1 he News considers his silence an indication of which he obtained none until he reached
the
left
hand,
etc.
—
The
Commission
for
the
examination
of
ant to every true American.
force and the Federal is such that no caution
caution and prudence and favorable to Manassas, at 9 P. M.
Secretary Seward, with all the adroitness is Republicanism in its full fruition ! All this founded on the humiliations we drew upon our
We suspect this society will turn out to he alleged army frauds at Cairo, have dsseovered of
There he was placed in a large field with
peace.
and diplomatic ability for which he is celebra the bitter fruit of Republicanism not yet dead! selves in 1812, by over-confidence in ourselves something like the" Knights of the Golden Cir a fellow connected with the Quartermaster’s
I he Star also justifies his silence and praises hundreds of prisoners, many of whom were
wounded and dying. He describes the scene as
Department, who has managed to pocket §250,- his clearness, force and ability.
ted, has, we.confess, made a very good point in For the sake of Country, People, the World, and undervaluing the enemr is likely to he lis cle,” in Ohio—all moonshine!
tened to. A e can set afloat in. American waters ten
The Herald takes the contrary view and sickening in the extreme. When about to lie
000!
the settlement of this case ; and it is to be ho and for the cause of Liberty and Union, would ships to thar one, and ours will be in all respects
down on the grass (which was wet, for it was
fears peace almost hopeless.
We fully and cheerfully indorse the fol
— Thecitizens of Pittsburgh have appoint
ped that the law of nations, as now interpreted that it had been strangled in its birth '”
raining heavily,) he was summoned to General
model frigates. The number of rnen-of-war's
Parliament meets the middle of January.
and agreed upon by the Governments of Great
men already at the command of the Admiralty, lowing notice of the Scientific American, copied ed a committee to reside in Washington during
The death of Prince Albert caused most pro Beauregard’s headquarters. There he found
An Abolitionist Converted.
with the aid of the coastguard, will, I am as from the Louisville Journal.
the winter, and personally attend to it that found sensation. The Queen bore her bereave that officer in company with Jefferson Davis,
Britain and the United States, will hereafter
AV . Porcher Miles, Extra Billy Smith, and some
James Redpath, the biographer of John sured, be sufficient to man and pettv-officer ev
The
Scientific
American.
1’ittsburgh shall have the new national armo ment with much fortitude.
give greater security and protection to Ameri
The Asia's news were generally regarded in twenty oliieers of the Confederate army.
Brown, and the old Kansas correspondent of ery ship we are bringing forward, without re
“
We
do
not
believe
that
even
in
this
age
of
ry ; and for this purpose funds have been and
Miles spoke to him in a cool mariner. He
can vessels, navigating the high seas, than
the New York Tribune, who has beenforyears course to the gallant bluejackets of the naval cheap publications any work can he more rea are beinir raised for the support oftlie commit Paris as unfavorable for peace. Leading jour said he was sorry to find a member of the Fed
nals continue to advocate French neutrality.
heretofore. In past years England has arro
reserve, who have offered their services so sonable than the terms of the Scientific Amer
advocating the extinction of slavery by a ne readily.”
Several French journals maintain that eral Congress urging on the soldiers in their
gated to herself the right to run down, capture
ican at§2 per annum, with twenty-five per tee and otherwise to further the design.
gro
insurrection,
has
become
convinced
of
the
France
should give moral support to England, efforts to subdue the Seuth, and directed him
cent, discount lor clubs of ten. It forms a year
— Recent reconnoisances from Generals
and search American vessels, under the pre
by
recognizing
the justice of her demands and to quarters in an old barn, where he fouad so
wrongfulness
of
that
policy.
In
the
paper
The Grand Army of Kentucky.
ly volume of "832 pages quarto, with an im Smith and McCall’s Divisions, show’ the ene
many of the Union officers that it was difficult
tense of putt'ng a stop to the slave trade.—
independence
oftlie
South.
which he edits, the Boston Pine and Palm he
It is estimated, from statistics that are.relia- mense number of original engravings of pat my lias a strong picket guard beyond Dranes
to secure a place to lie down. Fresh water was
Now, however,"under the settlement of the
The
Opinione
Nationale,
the
organ
of
Prince
b'.e, that General Buell has an army in the ented machines, valuable inventions, and .ob ville, but no troops at that place.
Napoleon, says that France has another ene given him, and despite the comfortless shed, he
case of the Trent, she will forever be estopped makes the following recantation:
jects of scientific interest. There is not an in
slept soundly.
field
of not less than 110,000 men, to which dustrial pursuit which does not receive a share
A PREPARATORY WORD.
— The government officials on the*31st for my but England, and France should not weak
from the repetition of such proceedings.
The rain poured down in torrents all night,
en
the
U.
S.
“ Ilat ing become sincerely convinced that the States of Indiana and Ohio are adding of attention. It contains official lists of pat the first time in the history of the country
and the camps about Manassas were almost
London,
19th.
—
It
was
current
at
Paris
yes

many of the political doctrines that I have ad about two thousand daily, and to which they ent claims, important statistics, practical reci
inundated. In the morning the prisoners were
Not Turned Out.
vocated in my writings are dangerous and ab
pes for useful domestic purposes, and has long were paid in Treasury notes, though this fact terday that the French government sent notes entertained by Beauregard’s negroservant, who
to Russia, Prussia and Austria, suggesting a
President Lincoln still retains in his Cabi horrent to the higher insight; the murderous will add, by the consolidation and despatch stood, both in this country and Europe, as the occasions no inconvenience whatever.
had much to sav of the bravery of his master
net. the scoundrel Wells, who paid his broth policy, for example, of inciting the slaves to of regiments, fully thirty thousand men.— highest authority in the mechanic arts and sci
-— Gen. Price, with 8,000 men it is stated, common mediation of the great powers between and the incidents of the battle.
er-in-law ninetyfive thousand dollars for his ser insurrection, which I have urged, and repeat There is reason to believe that, with the be ences. There is no publication more valuable has taken the houses in Springfield, Mo., for England and America.
At 9 o'clock, with the other prisoners, Mr.
Herald correspondence observes that a ten
vices in purchasing vessels for the navy, which edly, and with terribly mistaken zeal—I wish ginning of the new year, General Buell will to the farmer, the miller, the engineer, theiron
their use, turning -he people into the streets. der of such mediation would be a menace and Ely was marched from the barn to the cars for
eervic s could have been better performed by a to announce here that I shall retire from any
founder,
the
mechanic,
or
the
manufacturer.
Richmond. At noon, while in the cars, they
regular navy officer without costing the gov participation in the political management of have an army of 150,000 men, or as large a We have never opened a number without lear He seems to he preparing for a long stay.— it would he rejected on that very ground. A were supplied with bread and ham. It was 4
ernment anything beyond his tegular salary. this journal, excepting for the’ purpose of re force as General McClellan confesses to have ning something we never knew before, and ob Many of Price’s Missouri troops are leaving portion of the British Mediterranean fleet is o’clock before the train started.
gradually accumulating at Giberalter, to he
tracting past, errors, until such time as I feel on the I’otomac. J twill be an army of the taining valuable information for the benefit of him, desiring to return home.
—Newark Advocate.
All day the ambulances had been bringing
West, and upon it will depend, in no slight de
ready if necessary, to cross the Atlantic.
ffgp Y.-j, and President Lincoln also retains that 1 have attained a clearer, and more hu gree the issue of this war. Gen. Buell has our readers. The Publishers, Messrs. Munn
— Strong batteries are placed on erch side
Yesterday additional shipments were taken in wounded rebel and Union soldiers. Some six
man,
and
Christian
view
cf
the
duties
of
the
&
Co.,
of
37
Park
Row,
New
York,
have
de

hundred and fifty prisoners were on the train,
in his Cabinet the notorious Simon Cameron, freeman to be enslaved. * * I repudiate iny now been in command about a month, and
served the success which they have achieved. of the York River, and the force in the vicini on at Portsmouth dock-yards to get ready with and with the wounded of both armies, brought
has thus far been “massing” the troops, after No one should visit that city without calling ty’ of Yorktown is estimated at 30,000.
the utmost dispatch the additional ships or
the mostcqrrupt politician in the United States, war doctrines, utterly and forever.
the Potomac pattern. They have been organ at their palatial establishment, which is a mu
dered for sea. The two battalions of the the number of passengers up to eighteen hun
who appointed hia confrere in iniquity, Alexan
“JAMES REDPATH.”
— The rumors current in the newspapers that guards ordered to North America left this dred. So heavy was the train and so frequent
ized into brigades and divisions, and so quietly seum of inventive genius, collected from the
der Cummings, General Government agent in
that we we are only able to gather from scat entire world. If any of our friends away off further trouble may be expected with England morning for Southampton, where thev will the delays that two arid U halfday.-, were occu
United States Suspension.
pied in reaching Richmond.
the City of New York, to transact business
tered hints in newspaper correspondence, who in the country do not know this work, and arising out of our blockade of Charleston and embark to-day.
The United States, it seems, follow the lead are the division and brigade commanders, and
Jefferson Davis accompanied the train apart
with which he was totally ignorant, and placed
will take our advice, they will mail §2 and be Savannah with stone hulks are regarded here
New York, Dec. 31.
of the day, when he was sent forward by ex
at his disposal two millions of dollars, without of the banks and suspend specie payments.— to what portion of the grand army different reg come subscribers immediately, or by applying as entirely without foundation.
The
London
Morning
Post
reports
the
in

press. At all the stations the people turned
iments have been assigned. We believe, how to the Publishers they can obtain a specimen
security, and then after this scamp had illegal This is not much to the credit of Uncle Sam at ever,
— Government has taken measures to obtain structions to Lord Lyons combine such judi out in great ninhers to see Yankee prisoners,
there are seven grand divisions, each con copy gratis, which will he sure to confirm the
the
outset
of
his
career
as
a
banker.
What
ciousness
and
temperance
of
procedure,
that
ly retained §140,000 of this money in his hands,
and were often insolent, and only kept from vB
taining three brigades, and the brigades made truth of our recommendation.—Louisville Jour cotton seed from Port Royal, in order that it
the American most tender of his pride, will olence by the officers in charge.
Simon permitted him to escape to Europe may we expect next ? We copy the following up of from three to five regiments, with artil nal.
may be planted in Illinois and other Western be unable to complain of England’s course as
The prisoners were in great apprehension of
thereby swindling the Government and cheat announcement from the Cincinnati Enquirer of lery and cavalry attached. The brigades will
menacing or haughty.
States.
rough handling at Richmond, hut by good man
average 8,000 men throughout.
Two More Naval Expeditions.
Monday, Dec. 30:
ing the penitentiary of its rightful dues.
A telegram of the 20th inst., from Berne, agement the citizens of that place were misled
— Commodore Dupont, has sent a report to
Although the naval expeditionary operations
Collector Carson yesterday stopped the re
Switzerland, contains the following important
to the hour of the arrival of the train, which
Incidents of the Capture
ot our army have virtually passed out of the the Navy Department of the sinking of 16 ships announcement. I he federal council has re as
demption of Demand Treasury notes, on the
was at half past nine in the evening.
Weekly Journal of Commerce.
special authority of the Secretary of the Treas
It is stated that while Mr. Slidell was in his public mind, it should not he forgotten (re comprising a portion of the stone fleet, on the ceived the circular addressed by the French
The privates were sent on in advance, to the
We call the special attention of our readers ury, which was received yesterday afternoon.
Government to t he European powers, declar tobacco factory, one and one half miles distant.
cabin with Mrs. Slidell, arranging his private marks the Washington Chronicle,) that the au bar off' Charletson.
to the advertisement of the Weekly Journal of
— Gen. Benham has been released from ar ing that the arrest of Mason and Slidell, was Forty-four officers and Mr. Ely followed and
papers, Ac., the First Lieutenant of the San thorities are exhibiting their usual energy in
contrary to the principles which are regarded
Commerce, which will be found in our advertis
Shocking Murder.
Jacinto endeavored to force the cabin door.— this part of the service. We are already in oc rest, and is ordered to report himself for dutv as assential to the security of neutral flags.— were thrown in the same room, all huddled
together in confusion, and slept upon the floor.
One of the most shocking murders ever com
ing columns to-day. This is a paper which
at
once.
The
Court
of
Inquiry
ignored
the
Miss Slidell was at the cabin door, protecting cupation of many important points on the
The circular states that the French Govern No beds or bedding were provided. All the
we would like very much to see introduced in mitted in the West, has just been brought to
any intrusion upon her father, and Lieutenant southern coast, and two expeditions, on a large charges against him as soon as they were re ment deemed it necessary to submit thia opin furniture now in that prison has been purchased
to general circulation in Ohio, especially in lo light in St. Clair county, Ill., opposite St. Lou
ion to the Cabinet at Washington in order to by the prisoners.
Fairfax then endeavored to forcibly remove scale, are about to leave for duty in the Atlan ceived.
calities where that pestilential sheet, the New is. About one month ago, Capt. James Am her, whereupon Miss Slidell slapped him in
determine it to make concessions which the
For some days the food was served in caul
— Col. Wilson's regiment of Mechanic Fu- French Government considered indispensa
tic
ocean,
or
the
Gulf
of
Mexico.
We
allude
drons placed in the center of the room, and
York Tribune, has heretofore circulated. It is brose, residing one mile east of O'Fallon Sta the face. Lieutenant Fairfax then ordered one to those, commanded by General Butler and sileers have been ordered to report loGen. Lane
ble.
dishes, knives and forks, were not to be had.
a very ably edited paper, in all its departments, tion, on the Ohio and Mississippi railroad, in of the marines to charge her with open bayo General Burnside. Their destination is un at Fort Leavenworth. The line officers will be
A large meeting of officers and masters in
—news, political and mercantile. It is a sound St. Clair county, Ill., suddenly disappeared.— net, which command was immediately obeyed, known to the public, and it. is supposed that selected from the States from which each com the Mercantile Marine, had been held at Lon
Another Bull Run Wanted.
and would have no doubt resulted seriously to
U nion paper, and the deadly foe of Abolition He was an old and wealthy citizen, highly res Miss Slidell, had not Commodore "Williams will he instructed to act with General Sherman, pany hails.
don, and they had resolved to heartily coope
The AA'ades, Summers and Lovejoys, who
now in the occupation of Port Royal. The op
rate with the Government whenever their ser got up the present war, and who have deter
ism, and every other species of fanaticism.— pected, and well known in that section. His struck the marine and his bayonet to the ground, erations on the southern coast may, indeed, be
— The hanks of the leading cities at the vices might be required.
mined from the beginning to make it a war for
Besides its sound conservative Democratic sudden disappearance excited considerable sur and protected the young lady. Mr. Slidell on said to have entirely passed into the immedi North, so far as heard from, have verv gener
The Shipping Gazette says that either our the destruction of slavery or the dissolution of
views, the .Journal of Commerce is the best bus prise, and his continued absence and the atten taking leave of his family on board the Trent, ate control of those in command of the south ally decided on suspending specie payments.
merchantmen
must
be
armed
or
the
govern

is reported to have said, “It is true that I may
the Union, in order to bring General McClellan
iness paper in the City of New York. Its ding circumstances, finally led his neighbors suffer great personal inconvenience; but,thank ern coasts. From the expeditions of Generals
— At Bloomsburg, Pa., last Week, a young ment must detail a number of the fiiirest and into disrepute, have taken up Greely’s war cry
Burnside and Butler, great results are anticipa
most
efficient
ships
to
watch
American
priva

market reports are very full, and perfectly re to suspect that he had been foully murdered. God, it is the best thing that could happen for ted, and we think the country will not he dis man named Levi Irvine was arrrested and lodg teers.
of: “On to Richmond!” They know full
well that the rebels have almost two soldiers
A search was instituted, and on the 25th in my country.”
liable.
appointed.
ed in jail for marrying two young ladies on the
Mr. Cobden, in a letter declining to attend to
our one on the Potomac, and that an ad
stant the body was found, and the suspicions of
a public meeting at Brighton, strongly advo vance
same evening.
by our army would result in another
Bank Suspension.
Irish Feeling in Canada.
A False Rumor.
cates
arbitration
in
the
American
dispute
and
the neighbors fully realized a nephew of the
— General McClellan is rapidly recovering
Bnll Run or Ball’s Bluff; but they want Mc
In the early part of last week, the Banks of murdered man, named Curry, having confessed
says that the object of all national men and Clellan out of the way and they know there is
“Straws show which way the wind blows.”
A rumor prevailing in this city on Friday
from a severe cold taken at General Porter’s true patriots should be to enforce principles of
of New York, Boston and Philadelphia simul to the perpetration of the crime.
A large meeting of Irishmen has just been last that our army in Kentucky, under Gen.
surer way to accomplish their unholy ends
last
review. He is attending to all important mediation oa the government, on the terms of no
taneously suspendel specie payments. Three
than by compelling him to lead our gallan;arheld at Buebec, Canada, under the auspices of Buell, had engaged in a battle with the rebels
agreement made at the Paris Congress. Mr. my to certain defeat.
business,
and
will
be
out
in
a
few
days.
of the Pittsburgh Bank, also suspended, and
Darcy McGee and other anglicised Irishmen, under Gen. Buckner, and had been cut to
The Caucasian Suppressed.
— Gen. Sumner lately injured by the stum Cobden thinks that no question can he more
The secret of the whole .matter is just this.
four continue to pay specie; viz : the old Bank
within the scope of the Paris resolution than McClellan is opposed to negro emancipation
The New York Day Book, daily and weekly, in order to raise a volunteer regiment for fight pieces—five hundred killed, and five thousand
bling
of
his
horse
has
been
brought
to
Wash
the
pending
one,
and
the
true
test,
of
the
dis

of Pittsburgh, the Mechanic's, theCitizens, and were sxppressed several months ago, by order ing the United States. But matters did not go taken prisoners. The papers of Saturday make
an 1 in favor of sustaining the Constitution and
position oftlie American people will be the ex maintaining the Union. He is too much of a
the Iron City Bank. It is believed that there of Secretary Seward, on account of criticisms at all smoothly. The chief speakers were con no mention of any such fight, and of course the ington for medical treatment.
pressed
willingness
on
the
part
of
England
to
— The Commissary stores at Nashville, with
patriot to assist the abolitionists oftlie North
will he a general suspension throughout the therein contained relative to the war. The stantly interrupted by hurrahs for Meagher rumor was false.
a portion of the ordnance department, were de re ort if necessary to mediation. Should such and the fire-eaters of the South in breaking up
country.
and
Corcoran,
and
the
stars
and
stripes,
and
a conciliatory step meet with nobetterrespon.se
proprietors shortly afterwards commenced pubstroyed by fire on the 22d. Loss, about a mil than a desire bv America to insult arid wrong the Government, lie had enough influence
Determined to be Miserable.
licat'on of a new weekly paper, called The Cau broke up in great confusion. Although the
with the administration to procure a modifi
lion
of
dollars.
England, all the powers of Europe would he cation of the Report of the Secretary of AVar.
The Secession organs in Canada are no bet
No More Gassing,
casian, devoted exclusively to the advocacy of leaders promised that this regiment would not
forthwith ranged on England’s side.
under any circumstances cross the line into ter satisfied. Since the release of Mason and
Those Republican Editors who talked so
So long as he is General-in-chief the Union will
the doctrine that the white man is superior to our country, yet the project would not go down,
Mr. Cobden says that the cry for peace is not be lost sight of and the negro set up in its
Mason and Slidell Sail for England.
Slidell, the Toronto Leader says :
belligerently and gassed so desperately, during
hardly
enough
for
the
present
moment,
what
the negro, and that the latter is not fit to be and amid cries of “This is not our home,”
Providence, Jan. 2.
place.
“What though Mason and Slidell be surren'
the last few weeks, about going to war with
is required is peace on principles of impartial
It is very evident, then, that while he com
placed on a social and political equality with “Every Irishman knows you, McGee,” “You dered ? Their release hut removes an impend
The British steam gunboat Rinaldo left here justice, and this can he obtained through im
and whipping Eflgland, now “roar gently as
want
an
office,
you
renegade,
”
"Hurrah
for
mands our armies abolitionism will stand a
the former. For maintaining this position,
ing
cause
of
quarrel,
leaving
inevitable
com
at
fli
c
o
’
clock
yesterday
afternoon
with
Messrs.
partial
arbitration.
General
Meagher;
”
“
We
can
’
t
fight
against
a sucking dove,” since our Government has
poor chance of destroying the Union either by
The Caucasian nas also been suppressed.
The London Times, editorially, disputes the acknowledging the independence of the South
America,” Ac., th® manipulators under Eng plications which it were madness to ignore,” Mason and Slidell, and their Secretaries on
ordered the release of Messrs. Mason and Sli
board.
The
wind
blew
a
hurricane
all
nigfft.
arguments
of
Mr.
Cobden
and
says
that
the
lish pay sat down. The feeling of Irishmen
ern Confederacy or passing an emancipation
dell! It is astonishing how the starch has
A True Prophet.
An Old Newspaper.
course he advocates would by no means tend act.
in Canada and Ireland does not tend very much
Ohio
Troops
in
Western
Virginia.
been taken ont of these Peacock warriors !
to
the
preservation
of
peace,
either
in
the
presWhatever
may
he
said
of
Vallandigham
it
The Chillicothe (O.) Gazette has been favor to reassure England in counting up the pros
Because he is thus in their way the AA ades,
The whereabouts of Ohio troops in Western i ent instance or for the future
Lovejoys, Chandlers, and other Judases, are
ed with a copy of the New England Weekly and cons of a cowardly war with this country. cannot bedenied but that heisa prophet wheth
1
’
hc
Daily
News
while
asserting
that
Eng

seeking to destroy him by charging him with
er he is the “ son of a prophet” or not. In the Virginia are as follows :
Let Him Wait a While.
Journal, printed at Boston and dated Monday But we must hide of our time.
land will not be satisfied with nothing short of incompetence and cowardice, in order that he
The Fourth. Seventh and Eighth Regiments full
House of Representatives a' few days since when
If John Bull is anxious to engage in a war April 8th, 1728, nearly one hundred and thirtysatisfaction
for
her
violated
rights,
says
may hedriven into the hands of the enemy.
are at Romney.
John C. Heenan.
with the United States, let him stand off until four years afo. It is about the size of a half
the Mason A Slidell matfer was up, Yal. was
it would obviously he harsh, violent and un
— C. C. Porum.
The Thirty-sixth at Summerville.
The
contemptible
conduct
of
the
English
just, to deny the American government all
w« get through our family quarrel, and then sheet of writing paper, and except in the color
reported as follows : The
Twenty-third,
and
Twenty-sixth
and
right of replying and positively to reftise to
Rebel Expedition Fitting Out.
weean accommodate him to his heart’s content. of the paper, which is a light brown, will com sporting fraternity toward John C. Heenan on
Vallandigham.—These men will he surren Thirtieth at Fayetteville.
hear what she has to urge on the legal points
It is stated by a correspondent of the New
It is neither manly nor honorably for the old pare favorably in typographical appearance the occasion of his visit to England and light dered before three months in the face of a
The Twenty-eighth and Forty-Seventh at at issue.
York Tesnes. who asserts positively that his in
Gauley Bridge.
fellow to be sticking his nose into our porridge with many journals of the present day. Its with Tom Savers, arid the cowardice displayed threat. I make that prediction here to-day.
The Daily News in another article defends formation is derived from a source worthy of
The Thirty-seventh near Cannelton.
in the neglect to accept his challenge to the
just now.
the
North
from
theeharges
of
the
Times,
that
full credence, that an expedition on a large
latest news from Europe is dated Nov. 1G, ! *'
Overworking!
The Forty-fourth at Camp Enyart.
the war was brutalizing the Northern States. scale is being fitted out at Norfolk, to proceed
best man among them, has. aroused the in
The Eleventh at Paint Pleasant.
17-7, being nearly five months old. In the
The Senate met yesterday; diverse resolu
!
It
also
justifies
the
projected
blockade
of
Char

dignation of the “Benicia Boy.” lie writes to tions were proposed and sundry measures men
Lieutenant-General.
I he I welftli Ohio and I irst and Second Ken leston and Savannah by the stone ships as a against Hatteras Inlet, and retake what was
captured from them by Commodore Stringham.
It is said b\ the knowing ones at AA ashing- column devoted to advertisements we find the Wilkes’ Sheet that—
tioned and that- laborious body adjourned un tucky at Charleston.
following
:
bona fide operation of warfare.
The fleet will consist of eleven large sidewheel
ton that Ben. AA ade will be appointed Lieu
The Thirty-fourth at Barboursville.
I
have
had
neither
intention
or
inclination
til
Monday
!
We
have
no
mention
as
to
wheth

The
London
Herald
bitterly
criticises
Mr.
tenant-General of the army. What next?_
steamboats and propellers, and a number of
USU A very likely Negro Woman who can to take part in the unfortunate and unhappy er the House was in session even or not.—<$«n- The Twenty-fifth and Thirty-second near Bev
Seward
’
s
correspondence,
charging
him
with
ship’s launches taken from the Norfolk Navy
Ben. Wade ! Lieutenant-General! ! That is do House Work, and is fit either for town or strife that now convulses our common country; dusky lleyister.
erly.
insolence, folly and wickedness, as wanton and Y ard. It is expected to rendezvous at Roan
rich.—Statesman.
country service, about 22 years of age. For
hut
the
day
may
jirohahly
be
near
at
hand
mischievous
as
any
that
history
records.
It is thus that a Republican paper
oke Island, and when joined bv the gunboats
None of your joking, Mr. Statesman ! Ben sales inquire of the Printer hereoff:
Suspended.
The Times also‘has an editorial on Mr Sew
JEfey’A very likely negro girl, about 13 or 14 when a strong arm and a willing heart may he speaks of a Republican Congress, in the most
Wade could write just as good an Abolition
The Citizens’ Bank, following in the wake ard’s dispatches and treats them with ridicule now fitting out at the Navy Yard and iron
of
service
to
my
Country
in
repelling
and
re

years of age, speaks good English ; has been
works at Norfolk, will at once proceed to the
senting the aggressions of a powerful forciyn sneering and sarcastic manner. A body that of the Exchange, Merchants’ and Manulac- and guvs Mr. Seward assume? to instruct the coast of North Carolina. Commodore Lynch,
Proclamation as Fremont or Phelps, and some in the country some years, to be sold.
hirers
’
ami
Allegheny,
yesterday
suspended
'
ei)t
j
re
human
race
as
to
the
origin
of
the
rights
foe.
When
that
probability
becomes
certainty,
shame
and
disgusts
its
own
politicul
friends
folks appear to think that is the essential ele
specie payment?. The banks still paying spe- ; anj proSpccts of the war in America and has of Dead Sea exploration notoriety, now com
Aio first volunteer will he,
must be a very coniemptiblc affair.
Tea and Coffee Tax.
ment to constitute a great military leader these
fi.assurances as to the dimensions and mand the rebel naval force infesting the waters
cie pfor their notes are in good condition. 'The
Ihe revenue from the tax on tea, coffee and A’ery respectfully, yours, JounC'. Heenan.
of Virginia and North Carolina. The e.tpedi-.
duration
of
the war.
coin
in
the
vaults
of
the
Bank
of
Pittsburgh
is
latter days !
AV c have no Congressional proceedings
tion against Hatteras Inlet is to he in com
sugar will amount to enough to pay the expen
Movements
were
taking
place
between
the
more
than
double
her
circulation,
while
the
JGwiY' The Coshocton Aye, a Republican jour
ses ot the Government about Aar days. Quite nal, calls upon its readers, “above all things to give our readers worth the space they would Iron City and Mechanics’ have nearly enough Government and the authorities of Liverpool mand of Arthur Sinclair late ot the United
The Two Shermans.
States Navy, and a resident of Norfolk. Capt.
occupy in our paper. That wise body is really to redeem their entire circulation, without ret- looking to the defense of that port.
• ••
In answer to the inquiry of a subscriber, we an item !
Patriok McCarrick, late Captain of the passen
avoid and put down (he N. Y. Tribune, as a doing nothing. Several negro propositions erence to Eastern Exchange on hand and (lues
------------------ _
The
Post
’
s
Paris
correspondenne
says
that
would say that Gen. Thomas W. Sherman in
ger boats Coffee and Northampton, of the Bay
disloyal,
pernicious,
malignant
sheet,
”
whose
bv
other
banks,
immediately
available.
Pitts.
neither
France
nor
Russia
have
taken
any
- jftgr A chapter of Army frauds will be found
have been introduced, but no legislation for
line between Baltimore and Norfolk, is to be
command of the forces at Port Royal on the
step as mediators.
Post, Jan. 1.
__
on the first page of this week’s Banner. It js responsible editor should have been thrust in white men.
attached to the fleet as sailing master. Capt.
coast of South Carolina, is the Sherman whose
The Paris Patrie in enumerating the five McCarrick is a native of Ireland, and was mas
a specimen brick from Van Wvck’s Report— to Fort Lafayette long ago.” Its delighted we
How to Carry Despatches.
I reach vessels at New York, savs others are ; ter of the Coffee, or Winslow, at the time she
name is connected with the famous battery,
Jga^’The National Intcdliyencer states that
A letter from Fortress Monroe states that shortly to he sent there.
a volume of 13G pages. The investigation are to say, that we agree with the editor of
and who has been stationed at Fort Sncling
was run ashore will endeavoring to assist the
when completed, will occupy over 1000 pages’. the Aye, as to the N. Y. Tribune and its edi- every member of the Cabinet approved of the ex-Minieter Faulkner improved the opportuni
Halifax, Dec. 31.
French corvette Proney, which was lost on the
ter.
and Fort Ridgley.
dispatch of Secretary Seward in the Trent case. ty afforded him of going to Richmond, to ex
IIow do the people of this country like the
The Asia, from Liverpool Dec. 21st and North Carolina coast, in November. In that
change himself for Mr. Ely, bv carrying des
Gen. Win. Tecumseh Sherman, recently in reign of Black Republicanism “as far as it has
Gov. Medary’s last Crisis says : An There must have been some very rapid craw patches for the rebels. It has been discovered Queenstown 22d. arrived here this morning.— exploit, McCarrick set fire to the AVinslow and
command in Kentucky was the Principal of a gone ?”
Ohio gentleman, just returned from a visit to fishing, especially on the part of Mr. Secretary that he concealed his papers in the stem of a She has on board 5t>0 troops with stores, Ac., came near losing his life. All the sick, disa
State Military school in Louisiana at the break
large pipe, with which be was in the habit of and is consequently under Government orders. bled, badly shot and clothed soldiers have been
Washington, in writing us, says: “God! what Wells.
removed from Roanoke Island to Norfolk,
consoling himself; ‘and, furthermore, that the She brings X7,200 in specie.
Mr. George L. Schuyler, an agent sent a change in Washington! This free govern
ing out of the war. He is a native of Ohio and
Bis&Y” The Legislature of Ohio will meet at documents which were too bulky to be com
AVarlike preparations continue unabated.— leaving but a small force at the former place.
a brother of Senator John Sherman. Gen. out by our Government, has purchased one ment of ours maintained by bayonets 1 the Columbus on this day (Monday) Jan. Gth.—
pressed within a pipe-stem, were rolled up in Additional troops arc ordered to be ready to
Thomas W. Sherman is a native of Rhode Is hundred thousand rifles in Germany, which streets of our Capital patroled ! the city forti Gov. Tod will be inaugurated, and Mr. Denni the form of segars and covered with a tobacco embark, but the Army and Navy Gazette of
Read Professor AArood’s advertisement
: will be shipped immediately to thiscouutry.
fied !”
leaf, neatly wrapped.
the 21st says that no more are likely to be j in another oolumn.
land.
son will no linger be “Succcvdaneuni.”
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Some Affair 5.
Samlsisky, ISansfieltl & Newark K.K. ■
MOUNT VERNON TIME TABLE.
Going South—10:47, a. M.: 2:32. P. M.
Going .YortA—S:20, A. M: 3:51, P. M.

Central Ohio Railroad.
NEWARK TIME TABLE.

Going Wert—12:05, P. M.; 12:05, A. M.
Veiny East— 5:20, A. M.; 4:30, P. M.

Pittsburgh, Columbus «fc Cin. K. R,
NEWARK TIME TABLE.

Going U’ert—12:05. A. M. ; 12:05, P. M.
Going Kart—3:45, P. M.; 5:30, A. M.
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Shooting Affair—First Blood for
John Bull!

Death of Tieut. John T. Hyatt.

Camp Bcsl, near Louisville, Ky. )
December 22, D.’til.
j
At a meeting of Company D. Goth Regiment,
Ohio Volunteers, U. S. A. Orderly Serg’t Asa
A. Gardner was called to the Chair and Serg’t
John S. lalmage, Secretary and the following
Preamble and Resolutions were unanimously
adopted, viz:
Wukreas, It has pleased an all wise Provi
dence to call from us our much esteemed friend
and brother, Lieutenant John T. Hyatt.
Therefore, Resolved: That in the death of
Lieut. John T. Hyatt, society has lost ine of
her most valuable citizens; chat our Company
has lost one of its members, who by his kind
and generous conduct while he was permitted
to stay with us endeared himself to every mem
ber of our Company, never to he forgotten ;
and in losing him we have also lost a noble and
brave officer, one who by his untiring industry
and undying zeal in the cause ol’ Liberty and
Truth hid fair to become one of the most effi
cient officers of the army.
Resolved: That, in volunteering in his coun
try’s defense in this her hour of peril he show
ed himself a true patriot, and that his love of
country rose above all personal considerations.
And further
Resolved, That for this last act of patriot
ism he should always be held in grateful rem
embrance by all the true lovers of their Coun
try.
Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with
the parents and friends of the deceased in their
bereavement and that as a token thereof we
will wear the usual badge of mourning for thir
ty days.
Resol veil: That a copy of these proceedings
and resolutions he forwarded to the parents of
the deceased and to the papers of Morrow and
Knox Counties, Ohio, for publication.
A. A. GARDINER, Chairman.
John 8. Talmage Sec’v.

A discharged volunteer name Levi D. Thomp
son, who has been hanging around the city
for some time past, begging money to take him
home, but instead of using it for that purpose,
*»pent it for whiskey to madded his brain, got
on a general spree on New Year’s day ; and
1 ate on that evening went to the grocery of
Judge Mantle, up Main street, to take in anoth
er dose of the poisonous liquid. The. grocery
being closed for the uight, Thompson thump
ed at the door and demanded admittance.—
Alter some parleying the door was opened by
Mantle, hut instead of shooting Thompson in
the neck with a glass, deliberately fired a horse
pistol, loaded with slugs, at the poor fellow,
the contents lodging in the thigh. Mantle,
who is an Englishman, claims that this is the
first blood for John Bull. Thompson was
conveyed to the Franklin House, where he
etill remains under medical treatment. His Congregational Association of Cen
tral Ohio.
wounds are serious, but we believe not danger
An association was recently formed with the
above name, at Alexandria, on the fifth day of
December. There are eight churches associ
Consolidating the Companies.
Last week the fragmentary companies at ated in it, namely: Columbus, Columbia,
Camp Andrews were consolidated, so as to in New Albany, Alexandria, Mt. Vernon, Locksure better discipline, and for the more peifeet Providence, and Olive Green.
Deacon L. L. Rice, of Columbus, was chos
organization of the Regiment. This change,
as might he expected, has created some disap en moderator ; Rev. Thomas E. Monroe, of
pointment; but as itwas unavoidable all should Mt. Vernon, temporary clerk ; and Rev. L
be satisfied. The Regiment is not yet full, but Kelsey, of Columbus, permanent secretary.—
new recruits are coming in almost every day. The “doctrinal basis” of the State Conference
No intimation has been given as to the destina of Congregational churches was'adopted, and
tion of the Regiment, but it is understood that suitable rules and regulations.
Kentucky will be the field of its operations.
Tlie Planet Venus.

ous.

I>ied of Diptheria.

On New Year’s day. Frank, an interesting
and much loved son of our valued friend Rob
ert Miller, Esq., of Pleasant township, died
of diptheria, aged five years and six months.
We deeply sympathise with the bereaved par
ents in this sore affliction.
The deceased was interred in the family bu
rying grounds in the Cemetry on Thursday
last, a very large concourse of friends attend
ing the funeral.
Letter from Licot. Muenseher.

Lieut. Emery W. Muenseher has written a
letter to Mrs. J. E. Woodbridge of this city,
from Sutton, Va., under date of Dec. lGth, ac
knowledging the receipt of four boxes of stores
sent by the ladies of Knox county to the vol
unteers in Virginia. The articles sent were all
very acceptihle, especially the socks and shirts,
which were eagerly sought for. Mr. Muenficher says a large number had no socks at all
others had worn the feet all oil', and were wear
ing the legs, while very few had more than a
single pair. He adds:
I was only sorry that there were not two
hundred pairs more in the box, and have been
making arrangements with some of the people
in this neighborhood to trade some of the blan
kets I have for socks. Those furnished by
Government arc very poor, and do not stand
more than two washings : and as the men
have no means of mending them, they are soon
left without any. I do not know of any great
er favor that the friends of the soldiers could
do them, than to keep them supplied with hea
vy home-knit socks.
* * * In conclusion I will say that I
have endeavored to the best of my ability and
judgment to discharge the trust reposed in me
bv the ladies of Knox countv.
Cure for Diptheria.

As the newspapers are full of remedies for
thia dangerous affection of the throat, some of
them very good and some of them very silly,
we will give what we know to he used by
some eminent physicians, and which we have
never known to fail, if applied early. Dip
theria in its early stage may be recognized by
any person of ordinary •capacity, by two mark
ed symptons; the sensation of a bone or hard
substance in the throat, rendering swallowing
difficult, and painful, and a marked foeter, or
unpleasant smell of the breath, the result of
its putrefactive tendency. On the appearance
of these symptoms, if the patient is old enough
to do so, give a piece of gum champhor of the
size of a marrow fat pea, and let it be retained
in the mouth swallowing slowly the saliva
charged with it until until it is all gone. In
an hour or so give another, and at the end of
another hour a third, a fourth will not unusu
ally he required ; hut if the pain and unpleas
ant breath are relieved, it may be used two or
three times more, at a little longer intervals,
say two hours. If the child is young, powder
the camphor, which can easily he done by ad
ding a drop or two of spirits of alcohol to it,
and mix it with an equal quantity of powdered
loaf sugar, or better, powdered rock candy, and
blow it through a quill or tube into its throat,
depressing the tongue with the haft of a spoon.
Two or thre applications will relieve. Some
recommend powdered aloes or pellitorv with
the camphor, but observation and experience
have satisfied us that, the champhor is suffi
cient afone. It acts prohah'y by its virtue as
a diffusable stimulant, and autiseptice quali
ties.—JY. Y. Examiner.
Eucke’s Cornel.

This Comet, well known to astronomical stufttedents and observers, is, at present, visible
in the constellation Pegassus. It can be seen
By a telescope of moderate power. Its revolu
tion around the sun is performed in a period
niueh less than that of any other known visitor
of the nebulous character. The average time
of its revolution, is forty months. It will
raach the point in its orbit nearest the sun,
about the sixth of February.

Forseveral weeks this planet in the Western
sky has been a subject of observation on cloud
less evenings. From her present brilliant ap
pearance it has been supposed that some
change has occurred in her relation to the sun,
but this increased lustre is owing to the present
absence of large stars in her path-way. Her
greatest brilliance will he attained three weeks
after New Year’s, after which she will rapidly
decrease splendor till she becomes again a
morning star, and the other planets will take
her place in the evening skv. The heavens,
so far, have been very favorable to its obser
vation.

For great bargains,
SktJ' In Ready-made Clothing,
Go to Buschman's,
Kenyon House.
J5@’,ID-a. Wm. B. McClure Judge of the
Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny county,
Pa., died at his residence in Pittsburgh, a few
days since, in the 55th vear of his age.

THE MOUNTAINS FORBID DISUNION.

Reinforcements for Romney.

60,000 Hoosiers in the Field.

The Trent Affair in England.
Private letters tram England, of which many
have reached Washington, speak of the ex
citement there as intense, reminding the Amcr,can of the feeling of the North after Sumter
fell. One correspondent, in a letter dated De
cember 4, speaks ot seeing a newly painted cab
on Oxford street with the British and rebel flags
crossed on a panel, and little secession flaws
for sale on the street. At the Adelphi Thea
tre, controlled by Dion Bourcicault, where the
Octoroon was playing the stars and stripes,
which had floated there, were wrapped round
the staff, and the stars and bars displayed._
The Tories were urging on the popular feeling
in the hope of getting power, and the Whigs
were striving to outdo them, in order to retain
it. The London Times, at first doubtful as to
our right, having changed front, after it had
learned the opinion of the law officers of the
the Crown, journals, large and small, except
two or three Irish ones, rivaled each other in
fierce anti-American articles.

Advancing on Charleston.

J
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An important decision has been made
by the Secretary of War and the Paymaster
General. The decision is, in effect, that a sol
dier is entitled to pay from tlie day he enlists,
and that he is not to wait till his coinpanv is
full c-r the formal muster of the regiment into
the Government service.—Cin. Press.

G> il

Married—In Mount Liberty, Knox Co.. Ohio, on
tho 3l3tDccembcr, 1861, by Dr. Wm. Hayes. Mr.
Hamilton T. Bryant to Mrs. Mary E. Carnell.
------ Jan. 2d, 1862, at tlie residence of J. Woodruff,
Esq., by Rev. A. .1. Lyon, Mr. John L. Acki.ey, and
Miss Martha Ellen Woodruff, all residing near
Martinsburg.
—In Frederick, Jan. 1, by Rev. J. B. Sackett, Mr.
William L. Nevins and Miss Cecelia Horne all of
Frederick.
—By tho same, in Mt. Vernon. Jan 2d, Mr. George
Rinehart of Frederick and Miss IIannaii JaneStimatz, of Mt. Vernon.

fiLontnunial

Brtorb.

Allegheny Cattle J2ar«tet.

Allegheny, Jan. 3.
Beeves—There were 318 head offered, of which
156 were sold at prices ranging from li to 2(D«,3 4-5
t^Lg’s. The remainder. 162 head, were sent East.
Hogs—There were 1386 head offered, and 364 sold
at prices ranging from $2,90 to $3,10
hundred lbs,
gross. The remainder 1022 were sent East.
Sheep—There were hut 290 head offered and all
sent East.

C’inciuuati Slog Market.

Cincinnati, Jan. 2d
The receipts of hogs the last 21 hours arc only 1,800 head. Tho demand is in excess of the offerings,
and prices are very firm at $3 15@3 30. The market
closed decidedly in favor of sellers. The sales were :
1,100 head, averaging 270 lbs; at.........................S3 32|
170
do
215 do
............ ............ 3 25
do
350 do
............ ............ 3 35
230
............ . ........... 3 25
80
do
225 do
200
do
200 do
............ ............ 3 25
240 do ............ ............ 3 25
do
180
230
do
200 do
............ 3 20

of 16. tOO barrels at $5 20@530 for rejected ; $5 45@
5 55 for superfine state:'$5 75@5 80 for extra state,
cluxifig at $.? 75@j?5 sfi;'$5 Jo0j>5-55 for superfine
western: $5 75 @5 90 for common to medium extra
western: $6 00 @6 05 for shipping brands extra round
hoop Ohio, $6 15@6 75 for trade brands do market
closing firm. Canadian flour a trifle better, with
moderate business doing; sales 806 bbls at $5 50@
5 55 for superfine; $5 80@6 75 for common to choice
extra.
WHISKY—Is a shade firmer; sales of GOO bbls at
20@20Ac.
WHEAT—Quiet and very firm; holders arc not dis
posed to sell unless very full prices are realized; sales
of 3500 bushels northwestern club at $132; 12,000
do Racine spring at $1 30; 0800 do red Maryland nt
SI 43; 6500 do winter red western $1 -42, and 1500 do
white western at $1 -18.
RYE—Quiet ami firm at 83@85c.
BARLEY—Is steady at 72@80c.
CORN—Market opened steady and closed rather
quiet; sales of -41,000 bushels at 6501,66c for mixed
wes.ern, in store and afloat; 63 for New Jersey yel
low.
OATS—In limited request at 10@43c fur New Jer
sey, Canada, western and state.
LARD—In fair demand; sales of 1200 bqls at 7J@
8j c.
HOGS—Dressed, slightly favor buyers, with sales
at. 41@55c for western; 43@4gO for city.
BUTTER—Selling at ll@15e for Ohio; 16@20c
for State.
SUGAR—Raw, firm: sales 200 hlids Cuba at 7j
81 ami 1025 boxes at Havana at 8aS|c.

Attachment Notice.
William Arnold, Plaintiff, ) Before R. C. Kwccnv,
ayainst
vj. p. of
township,
Ewcal Zolman, Defendant, j Knux county Ohio.
/ |N the I’Jtli day of December, A. IL, 1861, said
justice issued an order of attachment in the
a. owe action, lor the sum of one hundred and ninety
Hollars, and forty-nine dollars probable costs, said
a"d
1/r.h1cariu- on ‘he 15th day of l ebruarv,
A. D„ LS62, at 11 o’clock, A. M
<)an 7_3(.
’

The New York Weekly Journal
. r
. bommeree.

of

Economy at Home.
Coffee.—Owing to the high price
of codec many families in Switzerland county
are substituting rye for coffee; others are re
sorting to mixing the two together. As rye
onlv costs a cent and a half or two cents a
pound, there is great economy in its use.—
Some of our friends who have triedit, appear
well satisfied with it as a substitute for the im
ported article, which costs ten times as much.
— Vcvav RtveUie.

One day at the table of Dr. Pearse (Dean of Three copies S5. Under three copies 42, each.
Fly)- just as the cloth was being removed, the
An extra copy to any one sending a Club of twen
subject of Discourse happened to be that of an ty, with the money.
Tho Daily Journal of Commcrre Junior, issued
extraordinary mortality among the lawyers._
“We have lost,” said a gentleman, “not less for tho country, is furnished at So a year, in advance
Spccimon copies sent gratis.
than six eminent barristers in as many months.’’
PRIME, STONE, HALE «t HALLOCK,
The Dean, who was qt ite deaf, rose as his
91 Wall Stroct, N. Y.
friend finished his rcmaiks, and g ive the com jan 7-tf
pany grace, “For this and every other mercy
LlAii BOOKS.
the. Lord’s name be praised!” The effect was
A general cf STATIONERY,
irresistible.
dec 31
At WHITE’S BOOK STORE.

vs.

Grace after Meat.

V8.

A

The advance guard of General Sherman's ar
my, consisting of a battalion of the 45th regi 5/y L,,d„
ment Pennsylvania volunteers, under Col.
North or
Welsh, have advanced and taken possession of Tlie toe to
Fenwick Island, extending our lines to the The supporter of the tnion
south bank of the South Edisto river, thirtyConstitution an<t the uws’ the
five miles from Charleston.
TERMS FOR ONE YEAR.

Rye

' Rufus (Y. Stbvenson, Plaintiff, "

1861

General Rosencranz’s force at Romney is be
ing strongly reinforced by troops now on their
wav from Pennsylvania. It is understood that
Gen. Reynolds is at once to make a forward
movement from Romney in concert with the
force under Gen. Banks, while Gen. Kelley is
to take the command ofthc railroads in Wes
tern Virginia. The Baltimore and Ohio Rail
Xew York 13ark«t.
New York, Jan. 2.
Road has been reopened to Hancock, from
FLOUR—The market rules quite firm, with a mod
which point a regular stage line lias been estab
erate demand fur export and home consumption ; sales
lished to Fredericktown.— World.
A telegram to the Cincinnati papers of yes
terday from Indianapolis says:
Indiana hasnowin the field about sixty thous
and men, and will indrease it five thousand by
January 1st. Gov. Morton, in his Washing
ton speech said 57,000 ; but it was erroneous
ly transmitted 37. 000 by telegraph. The Ad
jutant-General is now compiling his report,
which will be issed.in a few days, and will show
that Indiana has more men in the field, in pro
portion to her population, than any State in
the Union. The Fortieth, Col. Wilson, from
Lafayette, is under orders for this point. It
will go to Kentucky next week, as will three
batteries cf artillery, now about ready.

Zl

NEW STORE

The following striking extract is from that
G. fltevrtisofft, fltan D. fn Ed**, Oooea^ Con
IN XCUXT VEKSON.
Bwaasiw i-861 ;' Ann
Stevenson, SMWWd Sfevert-'
won
remarkable paper just given to the public - by
DEMOCRATIC BANMER
: sub, Aniio Eh ffimms, DofeuIs a First Liaos itailroad in all rospccti.
the Rev. Robert J. Breckinridge, of Ken itoofe anti
WILLIAM RtfAJI,
N'N'E. SIMMS,one of tho defendants in the ahcv<«
tucky:
rWith
IfiilcK Double Track
"ease? a non-resident of the State of Ohio, will
There is a bed of mountains abutting on the
—
THREE
DAILY
TRAINS
—
take notice that Rufus 0. Stevenson, did, on tho 27th
Of the lato firm of BEAM & MEAD, havin' located
With Coimoch'otmftom all
left hank of the Ohio, which covers all West- j
day of November, A. D, 1861, file his petition in the
kiuiseif on tho
sswAtKusascm s
ern Virginia, and all Eastern Kentucky, to a |
i From PITTSBURG to PHILADELPHIA, Court of Common Pleas, within and for tho County o£
width, from East to West, in those two States, 1
Knox, State of Ohio, against the Said Ann G, oteveaEast Side ol* .’Main Street, one door
All Gonnoetiny Direct to A’eu. York,
of three or four hundred miles. Westwardly, ; Woodward Block, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
son, Evan D. Stevenson, Samuel Stevenson, an • Ann
South of Eiyyitt’s Drug Store,
Morning
Wail,
Afternoon
last
E. Simms, defendants, setting forth that Abe.ard i-ste
pass entirely through Tennessee, cover the 1
Anne,
Night
Express.
venson, deceased, late of Knox county, bequeathed m
and nearly opposite tho KENYON nOU^E, trusts
hack parts "of North Carolina and Georgia,
,
his last will, tho sum of twenty-five hundred dollars,
.
One
Daily
Train
from
his
friends
and
the
public
geiierally,
will
not
fail
to
heavily invade the Northern part of Alabama Having just received large additions to our former
from which the support of tho said Ann O. Stevenson,
PiTTSBUBGK
TO
AliW
YORK,
find
him
in
his
new
location,
with
a
good
stuck
of
and make a figure even in the back part ot extonsivo supply of
1 widow, was to bo drawn, and praying that e treettv*
430 Mi!es,
South Carolina and the Eastrrn part ol Missis
' may bo appointed to take charge of said fund, and in*
Without Chtiiyye of Oars,
NEW GOODS
sippi, having a course of, perhaps seven or eight
I, vest it under----the--direction
of the Court; and tbo said
Book, Job and Card Type,
Via Allentown and Easton,
------------------------hundred miles, and running far South of the
With Direct Connections with Western Cities, arriving I Anno E. Simms is notified to appear and answer said
AT CASH I’HICCS.
j petition on or bofore third Saturday after tho tr
Northern limit of profitable cotton culture. It From the well-known Foundery of L. Johnson & Co i
Hours in Advance of Other Routes,
i tieth day of Jauiury next.
itr J *
',
is a region of 30,000 square miles, trenching Philadelphia, embracing some of the newest and most'
IN TIME EOR BOjiToN
In
Goods,
Prices
and
Attention,
he
shall
aim
to
please
I
RUFUS 0. STEVENSON,
upon eight Ur nine slave States—-though near beautiful styles, the undersigned is better prepared and merit a share of the public patronage.
By Kail cr Beat Xinos.
(
Bv R. C. Hurd & Sox, his AtbonsiuK
ly destiFute of slaves itself trenching upon five than over to exocute
z\pril 28, 1861.
|
1
Dec.
!7:w5pi$8il2
■
Express Train Runs Daily—■«Others *
cotton States, though raising no cotton itself.
Sunday*
livcepttd.
The Western part of Maryland and two-thirds
BOOK AND PAMPHLET WORK,
Legal Notice.
Sarah E. Wostweil, Plaintiff, )
CvwiU()B
of Pennsylvania are embraced in the North
AND IN FACT EVERY DESCRIPTION OJ
NINE
Daily
Trains
from
Philadelphia
to
New
York.
The Stars and Stripes Triumphant!
ern continuance of this remarkable region.—
Tickets Good on any Lino or Train.
Joseph Westwell, Dofendant. J
la*-.
Can anything that passes under the name of
Y’ork or Boston Tickets via Pittsburgh, rood
OSEPH WESTWELL, whoso residence L rnani Jrantit 6Lavb printing, The Rebellion Completely Squelched! NewU/A
Statesmanship bo more preposterous than the
P1JIL ADELPHIA C'E ALLEN 7 OWE.
known, is notifiod that Sarah E. Westwell did, oa
notion of permanent peace on this continent,
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any of th.
the twolfth day of December, A. D. 1861, filo her pe
Ol li COlLvrilY SAVED!
Boat Lines.
founded on the abnegation of a common and
tition in the office of the Clerk of tho Court of Com
paramount government, and the idea of the su
“8 VERY D.AY brings frosh tiding* of the sneeoss Two Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Baltimore mon Pleas, within and for the Cuuuty of Knox, and
State of Ohio, charging the defendant, Joseph W e.-.tpercilious dominition of the cotton interests
j of tho Union cause, and every day brings fresh
and Washington.
woll, with gross neglect of duty, and asking tnat s;:e
and the slave trade over such a mountain em
arrivals of GROCERIES.
may bo divorsed from the said Joseph W cstweil, which
We aro not only selling Sugars extremely low, bnt
pire, so located and so peopled.
petition stands for hearing at the next term of Court,
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful Baf/gagu (Jhaclsed Through- -all Trcinz- j
As another proof of tlie utter impossibility
SARAH E. WESTWELL,
fen Frt;».
of peace, except under a common government, For Lawyers, Justices, Banks, Railroads, and Busi to the public for tboir liberal patronage, wo solicit a
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and at once an illustration of the import of ness
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ture bv selling good* cheap, and fair dealing at the Fnre as Eotv ns by any otbor Route*
what has just been stated, and the suggestion
Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
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of a new and insuperable difficulty, let it he re
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membered that this great mountain region is
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tion of the slave States. It is the mountain
connection with any other house in this city, hav
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counties of Maryland that have held back trea tion as to style and prices.
ing purchased of Mr. J. George tho stock and paid
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____ HARPER.
By thia Route Freights ot all dcicrintiens <»n kr fta?* Great Inducements to Subscribe/UrS
son in check in that State : it is forty moun
Klin for it; he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not
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tain counties in 'Western Virginia that have
Dr. Robaek’s Remedies.
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or Baltimore, to and from any point on the Rail
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laid the foundation of a new and loyal com
We publish in another column of to-day’s paper, tin the same.
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Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Wiscon
QUANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese sin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
monwealth ; It is the mountain counties of article copied from the Cincinnati Times, descriptive
just received at the Old Corner.
Kentucky that first and most eagerly took up of Dr. Robaek's Extensive medical Establishment in
The Pennsylvania Rail Road also connects at Pitts
I.WSTAS.D SCOTT
CO.,
Nor. 26__________________________ G. M. FAY.
burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can be forward
arms for the Union; it is the mountain region that city. By the way, Dr. Robaek’s Remedies have
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freedom: it is the mountain people of Alaba Dr. Brennan. Dr. Robaek's agent in thia place, in
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ed and betrayed them. Now, is the Nation
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW,
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to srcrifice these heroic men, as a condition of others, but wo have used them in our family with the
county, do hereby certify, that the following is a truethe Pennsylvania Rail Road aro at all times as favovTHE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW,
peace conquered from them by traitors? Will very best Msqlt^. For uill diseases of tho blood, gen copy of the times of bolding the District and Common abie
as are charged by other It. It. Companies.
Free Church.
the nation sell the blood—we will not say of a eral debility, whether proceeding' from sickness or Pleas Courts, in the -Sixth Judicial District of Ohio,
Be particular to mark'paekriges "via I’enna. R. It.“THE WESTMINISTER REVIEW.
race of patriots—but of even-.a single one of from natural weakness, indigestion, and all kindred returned and filed in my office, by the Judges of said
E. J. SNEEDER, Philmlclphia.
Liberal.
them ? The Representatives of these men sit ailments, we recommend the Scandinavian Remedies Court, on the 25th day of November, A. D. 1861 :
MAGRAW A. KOONS, 80‘North Street, Baltimoro.
“ At a meeting of the undersigned Judges of the
LEECH & CO., No. 2. Astor House, or No.’ 18, BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURG MAGAZINE,
in Congress ; their Senators are in the Capitol. as the very best medicines extant. They age destined
Court of CiFininon Pleas of tho Sixth Judicial District Wm. St. N. Y.
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but
a
permiinent
Will the rebel States dismember themselves and deserved reputation, which will rodder them a of Ohio, held- at Mansfield, Ohio,
I.EECH A CO.. No. 54 Kilbv Street, Boston.
that cotton may have peace? 'Will the nation necessity in every family.—Aapolcon, 0., North lUs*f,
It was ordered, That the District Coiirt and Court
H. II. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phil.
Tho presont state of Europoan affairs will render
turn its hack on the five border Slave States— March 2.
of Coinmoh Pious, for tho year 1882, be held in the
L. L.1IOUPT. Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia. these publications unusually intotesting during tho
deliver over Western Virginia to the sword—
several counties of said District, at the times follotv- Enoch Lewis, Gen’l Supt, Altoona, Pa.
See advertisement.
Aug. 2f_ forthcoming year. They will occupy amf<dlo ground
and cover its own infamy under the ruins of
betu^sit-uio-haebly written news UcjhSftfSklo specuDI3TRICT COURT.
The greatest blessing of the age, is tho discov
the .Constitution? Never—never! Our sole
Grover &. Saker} Still Ahead!
lat ipfi s','an I? flying-rumors outlie "ditily journal end
Holinqs county. June ll’th, 1862.
alternative is-—victory. To know this, is to ery of a perfect cure for Rheumatism, Gofft and Neu
thoqiondm-oua tdm«mithe Iqtufe ^;i|torianf written
Way no
11th,
ralgia, and the pernicious effects of Mercury, which is
render victory certain.
■i th 1; dug inzorc-rt and ex'-’tomont of tho great
Ashland

General Burns’ Brigade.
The Third Brigade Corps of Observation,
commanded by Gen. Wm. W. Burns, and com
posed of regiments mostly recruited in Phila
delphia, and lately commanded by Col. Ed
ward B. Baker, deceased, is rapidly improving
in efficiency. There is not in the service a
finer body of men, robust, intelligent, and full i
of ardor, and the officers are all desirous and
capable of acquiring military knowledge.— |
The regiment was fast improving under Col. i
Baker, and since his lamented death, having]
been fortunate enough to have placed over them ■
a regular army officer, they have continued to ]
improve, and are now ready to march wherev-J
er they may be ordered.

special Jtoticcs.

Twenty copies or upwards to one address §R each
Thirteen copies to one address $15. Four copies * go'
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effected without any inconvonienee, or the use of in
ternal medicines. We arc satisfied as to its adapta
tion to those heretofore incurable complaints, and tako
pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to the
advertisement in another column of our paper, of Doc
tor Leland's Auti Rheumatic Baud.

Mexican Mustang Einimcnt.
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“
18th,
|
“
23d,
Morrow
Delaware,
41
27th,
Knox
July 7th,
•' ' 11th,
Lickius « .
Coscnecten
23d,
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
Knox County, February 1.1, May EL fye^ober 8.
Lhikin'g county, March- lr August 26. NiivbwiwP 25;
Delaware county, February 11, April 8, September 23.
Co^hoctou county, March 1,. August 11, November 21
Wayne county, March 3, September 8, November 24.
Holmes county, February 11, May 6, November 4.
Ashland county, February 11, April 22, Qatofcer 14.
Morrow count v, February 25, May 6, October 14.
Richlatil courtly, March 17, September 1, Not. 17.
WM. SAMPLE,
WM. GIVEN,
GEO. W. GEDDES.
Mansfield, Ohio, Not. 21, 1861.

polftfcal SVeutS nfthe titt>6 shalljit’dvg passed away.
Kits ttffMe ’periodicals"that the reader must look for
thi} only raaily intelligible and reliable history ofcurreiu events, and as such in addition to their well es
tablished literary, scientific and theological character,
we urge
up ifj tj^^jipnsideratiou of the reading
public.
The receipts of ADVANCE SHEETS from the
British Publishers gives additional-value to these Re
prints, ina^ftiUch'-tn IheyrafiT now be placed in the
hands of subscribers about as Boon as the original
editions.

Intrinsic virtue aione could insure the success
which this article has attained. For Rheumatism,
Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Stiff Joints, or Galls,
Sprains, Poll Evil, and Swellings upon Horso«, it lias
no equal. No person will be without it who has once
TERMS—Regular Prices.
tested its value. Mr. John Daniels, of Montgomery,
Per
Ala., sold a negro for $SUtl, raised from uselessness
Great Reduction in Prices I
For any one of the four Reviews..................... $3,00
by tlie Mustang Liniment. L. W. White. Esq', Ridg
For any two of the four Review's................... 5,00
field, Conn., says:—“I can cheerfully sa.v no article
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless
For any three of tho four Reviews................. 7,00
ever before effected such cures in our vicinity." Mr.
Z V ver A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 ! ! !
For all four of the Reviews.............................. 8,00
S. Litch, Hyde Park, Vt., writes:—Tlie horse was
only Company that manufactures the two varieties of
For Blackwood’s Magazine........ ..................... 3,00
considered worthless, (his case was spavin,) but since
Maeliiucs. Double Lock and Single Lock or Shuttle
For Blackwood and one Review..................... 5,(0
the free use of the Mustang Liniment, I have sold
Stitch. Victory after Victory.
For Black wood an Atwy Re views................... 7,1 0
him for $150 !” Such fact are reaching us daily. It
us from all parts of the Union
irramrwood and threiAKoviews............... 9A’U
IN TESTIMONY whereof, I have hereto nf Intelligence reaches
------- 3------------ -rmshould be in every house and stable. But be sure
For Blackwood and the four Reviews............10,00
uint V ernpn, this 26th day ot sod s and all other Competing Machines.
ox°i'upuiiiii'’'ifi^TTi^lcifi
“U'ach wrapper will
Payments to be made iu all cases in advance.
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Raker
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November, A. 1). 1861.
ALEX. C. ELLIOTT,"
Uereafter bear tbe.si-gnature of l>. S. Barnes, Proprie
chines. Tho Chinese Embassy selected them and all Money current in tho State where issued will bo r«Dee. 10-w4 prf?5.6?.
Clerk.
tor, an’l-G. W. Westbrook. Chemist, with tlie protec
well regulated families have, or should have one, be oeived at par.
tive words, “ Trade’" “ Mark" in two Medallions df
DissoItilioKt of S’artiiersliip.
cause they make less noise, arc more simple run with
the Federal currency. The genuine is sold by respec
dHE partporsliip heretofore existing between the greater speed, and less friction, consequently aremore
POSTAGE.
table dealers everywhere.
D. S. BARNES,
. undersigned by the name of McFarland A Wells, durable than ether machines. They also make the
In all the principal cities and towns, these works
Oct 12-1 m
New York.
is this day disaelve;! by mutual consent. All busimoBt beautiful and elastic stitch or seam, which is will bo delivered, through Agents, Free of Postage.—
ness of said firm wid be settled by J. H. MoFtirlaiiil, fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes When sent by mail, the postage to any part of tho
who will continue to carry on the business in all its itate to warrant every Machine sold, A word to the United States will be but twenty four cents a year, for
TO ZiSASSi.
branches at the old stand/ J. H. M FARLAND.
wise is sufficient. Call and get circular an examine Blackwood, and but fourteen conn a year for each of
IJHIE undersigned will Lease, for the term of three
Dee. 31, 1861.
WM. WELLS.
tho Reviews.
fifr-voursclxes.
B years or more, his Farm, laying adjoining Mt.
At the above prices tho Periodicals will ba furnish
We arc pretty familiar with tho merits of the lead
Vernon, containing about 200 Acrfj. pO is rich Owl
3, S3;
ing mat-h iocs', and for family use we prefer Grover A ed for 1862, and as a
Creek bottum.
Baker.— Ohio Farmer,
Premium to How Subscribers,
This Farm is well watered, and admirably adapted {Successor to McFarlandst U c'Z«,) has Just Opened •
Machine thread Silk itnd cotton constantly onhani.
for Stock or a Dairy Farm.
The number of tho same periodical for 1860, will
NEW
r*
Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, at tho
bo furnished complete, without additional chart/a ■
Dec. 10-2m
SAMUEL ISRAEL.
MUSIC STORE, 2d door below KnoxCo.Bank.
Unlike the moro ephemoral Magazines of the day,
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
these Periodicals lose little by age. Hence, a full year
Nov. 27, 1S60.
On Mom -Sfrect, over Ji nnk'e i Saddle yand Eiirn^v
of the Numbers for 13GU may he regarded as ueariy as
Shop] Seehnd Floor. d>j’p,dsitciJiiusellK
valuable as for 1862.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
SI" ryes J- Co.is 'Bank,
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FOES 1S82.
own mnnufat-turc, nt prr.ei to suit the times. All
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work warranted.. All khul-ti of Wond Turning done
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For Blackwood's Magazine the 3 years.....
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genei-ous action, and the conductors of this journal
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HOXYAlfch ASSOCIATION,
.......... 12,00
opinions and principles which brace the great public For three Reviews..............
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Col. Stephen McGroarty.
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you of proving year loyally to the Flag of trfe Re
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public, now defied by domestic rebels and threatened
cially for the Cure of Disease's of the Sexual Oryans. ly will never give other than the beslt literature, and For Bhiekwood and tbefour
by foreign foes.
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............ 17.00
EDICAL A15YICK given gratis,'by the Acting it will be the constant aim of its conductors to render
Now is the time! Come forward and enroll your
Any of ttio ahovfe works willalso .be furnished to
Surgeon, .to all who apply by letter, with a de its variety greater and its attractions better each
than the last.
names as soldiers in defense of the Union and the
Ant i^ibscribvrs for the years 1856, ’5?, ‘58 and ’59.
scription of their condition, (age, occupation, habitsmonth
of
Constitution, which-you have sworn to support.
Among the contribut ions already already in hand for
life, Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty, Modicine
zD One II(dJ the Peyular Suhseriptien Prices.'
Pay, Subsistence and Clothing begin from the date furnished free of cliargo,
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Ihus a New Subscriber may obtain the Repriut-s
of enlistment.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and cient inducements for evefy family to provide the fef the Four Reviews and Blm kwood.
For particulars, apply to mo at Esquire YYarner’s other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the NEW [forthcoming numbers for household reading.
Seven Consecutive Years for $37!
office, over Geo. M. Fay’s store. Mt. Vernon.
Professor A»?ASStz will begin in the January humREMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent to the
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CHARLES W. KEARNS,
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Doc. IS
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Surgeon, Howard A^ociation, No. 2, South Ninth st.
Now is the Time to Subscribe!
ment, is a sufficient guaranty of the grpat benefit
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By order of the Directors.
Remittances must, in all cases, be made direct to
A New Romance by Nathaniel Hawthorne, will to the Publishers, for at these prims uo commission
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W aStungton City, Nov. 25, 1862.
Justice issued an order of Altai huient in the I
sons holding claims against said estate, are notified tq
deet-2m
eket Books,A\ allots, Backgammon Boards, Chess present them, logully proven, for settlement, within 1
;»bi.vo action, for tho sum of thirty-five dollars and!
Men, Dominos, Brushes, Comb., Pocket Rules. Ac., one yoar from this date.
S .iilAT OIIKB AGEACv
sixty-four cents.
WILLIAM PERKINS.
<t0”4c’
doc 31
'■ppostte the Wvddell IL,us -, Cleveland OJjt
Pee 31:w“fe
Dee. 3:w3
MICHAEL HESS, Administrator, i
- H.
« BCHKID6E
[Mays.]
URAlNArtp
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Furniture Rooms,rp

ATLANTIC MONTHLY,

Irishmen, Volunteer, Volunteer!

T
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M

BARGAINS! BARGAINS!

YV I I ITE,

“Fanners Guide?1
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The Debates of Congress.

Blood Furfyer and Blocd Pills.

FROF. O. J. WOOD’S

RESTORATIVE CORDIAL SCAWDI NTAVjan

DR. ROBACK’S

j

AMI)

b.bzveedxbs.

William Blinn

‘

NOTICE

NEW

Haring Removed to Ao. 10 Rucleeye Rlocle,
RUST3 that his friends will not fail to find him
at his new location. He has made extensive ad
ditions to his already large stock of

T

: IPHE evidence in the possession of Dr. Robaik,
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
fancy Articles for the Hollidays.
! JL which is at all times accessible to the public, es- j
TS precisely wh»t its name indicates, f-r xt.bile tablish the following
He shall aim, in Goods, prices, and attention
I pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara
to please the public. ______ [Columbus, Nov. 20.
Facts!
ting and strengthening to the vital power.. It also ‘
revivifies, reinstate, and renew, the blood W.all its I That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD FILLS
John Cochran A Brother
original purity, and thus restore, and render. he
•vstem invulnerable to attacks <> is • •
n
only preparation ever offeredIto the wo.Id n a popu
lar form so as to be within the reach of all.
So chemically and skillfully combined as to be the
most powerful tonic, and yet so per.eetly adapted so
«, to Xf in perfect accordance with the lyre of nature,
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the
d ’estive organ*, and allay ail nervous and other irritation. It ’’ also pcrfeetlv exhilarating in its effects
»nd yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres
sion of spirit.. It i? composed entirely of ve etafeiee, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic
nnd soothing properties, and consequently can uever
b.iure As a a sure peventivc and cure of

CONSUMPTION. BRONCHITIS, INOIC.ES
TION. DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF aPPETITE,
faintness, nervous irritabili

ty.

NEURALGIA. P \LPITATION OF

THE HEART. MEL'CHOI.Y. HY
POCHONDRIA. NIGHT SWEATS,
LANGUOR. GIDDINESS, AND
THAT CLASS OF CASES SO
FEARFULLY FATAL CALL
ED FEM ALE WEAKNESS,
AND irregularities,
there is nothing its equal,

Also L vir d. range menor Torpidity and Liver
Complaint*. Pis-ees of the Kidney, or any general
derangement of the Urinary organs.
It wi’l not only cure the debility following Chills
and Fever,but prevent all attacks arising from Miasnatic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if
already attacked.
...
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, a.
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse
quence. following upon chango of climate and water.
A. it prevents eo.tivcne.., strengthens the diges
tive organs, it should he in the hands of all persons
of sedeutarv habits.

LAI’IES cot accustomed to much out door exer

cise should always use it.
MOTHER15 should use it, for it is a perfect relief,
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will
pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.
About it,

'Ihriria no

THE CORl’IAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!

Mothers Try It.
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de
eline not Mily of your duughhrs before it he to ,
late, hut also your sons and husbands, for while fhe
former from false delicacy, often go down h> a pre
mature grave, rather titan let their condition he
known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with
the excitement ot business. that if it were not fir
you, they ton, would travel in the same downward
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.—
But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we
confidently appeal: for we are sure your never-failing
affection will unerringly point vou to PROF. WOOD'S
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENOOATOK as the remedy which should be always on
hand in time of need.
0.J. WOOD. Proprietor. 444 Broadway,New York,
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis. Mo., and sold by
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
For .ale by Jag. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
May 7. 1861.

have been proved by analysis to

Contain no Mineral,
: That they cure the almost universal complaint,

^SPECIALLY designed for the use of Medico
_J Profes sion nnd the Family, having supersede
the so-calleu •’ Gint,” “ Aromatic,” “ Medicated.
“ Sehnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of the pro
minent physicians, chemists ana connoisseurs,
pos -essing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD an
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and sold by a!
druggists, grocers, etc.

arm a.

(Established in 1778.)
Solo Proprietors,
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y
For sale by D. 8, BARNES A Co., No. 31 Par,
Row. New Y ork.
Our long experience and fnrniliarty with the r«
quireraents <4 Druggists, and our superior buslne.-z
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choice Liquors f >r nrottca) ir.d famip- use.
inn ?2-vl

I.P

!>io.0O

P

something for Hie ITiigs.!.
A NE'’E'i'UT Y IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD!

jiiisv.s & imM-n*
American Cement Glue
The Strongest Glue in the World

Fur Cementin'* W uni, Leather, Gla*e, Ivory.
China, Marble. Porcelain, Alabaster.
Bone, Coral, Arc., A'c.. d'c.,

The only article of the kind every pro
duced which will with land water.
EXTRACTS.
"Every housekeeper should have a supply of Johi.
A Orosley’s American Cement Glua.”—.V. I’. Time
“ It is so convenient to have in the house ”—A'. I
Express.
“ It is always ready : this commends it to every
body.”—.V. J . Independent.
“We have tried it. and find it a? useful in w:
house as water.”—
Spirit gf the Timet.
Price 25 Cents per Bottle.
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers.
TERMS CASH.
jusr For sale by all Druggists and Storekeeper
geLerally throughout the the eonntrv.

JO91XS &. ( HBSLEY,
(-ole .Manii’acturers.)
78 WILLIAM STREET,
(Corner of Liberty Street,)
NEW YORK
Juiy 9-1 y.
i

MANUFACTURERS
and

Denier&
l O'1

No. 5 WATER STREET,
(franklin atiLntvos)
t

t YD

(1

A tj , V •

r. isr KECbi v bi?

IN ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply ot
_L Wall Paper, iViudow Blind8, Window Shades
aud Curtain Fixtures, at
OLDR iYD’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORE.
March 13t‘‘
j. C. WORK.

It. D1UBI.EE.

.

L.

.a 001.1

tltLVRY 1*. UlRDEA,
Late lit. Vernon. with
DIBBIJX.

WORK Ac

AlOOIiK,

and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow
els, the Liver, the Nervous System, tho skin, Glands
or Muscles,

Arising from Impurities or Obstruc
tions of the Blood or Secretions,

in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad
ministered before the very citadel of life has been in
vaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDINAVIAN VEGE
TABLE BLOOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of mouth,
proclaim them to be the very best preparation of the
kind ever offered to the broken down victims of illhealth. They h int disease through every avenue and
organ of the system, and expel it thoroughly andpermanently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one single
trial—they are not only better, but in fact cheaper
than any other Pills, for it takes a less number of them
to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
er, Si per bottle, or So per h: 1 dozen. Of th • Scandi
navian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5
boxes for $1

A NEW ARTICLE.

Dr. Roback’s Stomach Ritters.
A new and delightful Stomach and Cordial, for giv
ing tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention of
billious complaints incident to the Western country.
Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestions and re
lieve Dysv epsia it has no equa . Try it.
In flavor it Is superior to ali other bitters, Try it.
The formula of tic se R ‘‘crs, now (1861) the sole
property of Dr. Rob, ck, or ;n.tted with one of the
oldest and most emin*« Ms Leal Practitioners of the
West, and it is directly ; io •cated upon the wants of
Western people.
Those Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
:hey arc composed, and as they are. by allaying un
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive
of

9 7 Cum it e .. > «v 7 9 ,y S I
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>f all k±nds

executed at this office

D.

W. MEAD’S,

T

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

And a full stock of TIN and COPPER-WARE.

JOHN W. POWER,

A

In Syphilis. Gonorrbae Gleet, Stricture. Eiilnrg • nt ot die Testicles, and Spermatic Lords, Bub«
Tlcerated Throat, S< re Nose, Tender Shin Bones
'ot ioeous Eruptions. Biles, Ulcers. Abscesses, an*
41 other impurities < f the system, are perfectly unter the control of the Doctor's medicines and hsv<
e. n tested in more than

20,000 Cases Annanlly with Immense
Sneeess.
'Eg-Young men. who. by indulging in Veer.
H.bits, have contracted t.ha* soul-subduing—mir o
prostrating—body destroying vice, one which JH
our Lunatic Asylums, and crowds to repletion th.
tar Is of our Hospitals, should apply to the Doct-.,
without delay.

ed s*le.

tiooih.
s

v

and a

neap

■VyOTICE is hereby (.iven that the subscriber has

X X has been appo nte 1 as Adm:nistratrix ot the esta'.e of John Adams, lateof Knox county, deceased.
ELEANOR ADAMS, Administratrix.
Dec. 2Lw3*

And all small work done on short notice. We extend
a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci
mens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as DrKelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
nov 13-ly.
N. E. LEWIS.

MOUNT VERNON. OHIO.
^37“ OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
coiner of Main and \ ine Streets, in the room formerly occupied by M. II. Mitchell.
jc 14

HENRY S. MITCHELL.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
And Notapy Pibiic.
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO.
ffSF' OFFICE—North side of Kremlin Block.
August 28, 1860-ly.

i
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DRUG STORE.

JAMES BLANCHARi

JOSEPH M CORM1CK S
F

U R N I r URE

fa

SASH, DOOKS A.\U ESLIXDS.

WARE R(i(iMS.lY«

DEVOE & HUBBELL.
1 NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and the

BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

Drags and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY

Paints, Oils, Varniwhes, Brushes and Dye
Stuffs,

He will at all times keep on hand a large stock ol
BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES/
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
BOOK-CASES, CENTRE, PIER am
DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
MATRASSES, Ac., Ac.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-ela
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to. rder ar.
article that may be called for. I employ the ve..
oest workmen to be had, and every arti> le sold w:
be warranted. I solicit a continuati* u of the libci
patronage heretofore extended to me.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.

ITNI>EZVrAXilS<4.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking B.
siness, and having an elegant IIEAKSE is prepare
to attend funerals in cither town or country. Coffin
made to order, in the best style, and on the shorteaotice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-room
iu Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block, M
Vernon. Ohio.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
mar 12:tf

MEAT JlAIt St. S T.

BRANDIES

URE WINES AND

Joscpli 33 ooTit oil
'AKES pleasure in an
nonm ing to his frien
and customers that he st
continues to keep for sa
the very best Beef. Mutton
Lamb, Pork, and Veal,
bis cellar, on the corner of Main and Vine streets, ur
■ter Clark’s Tailor Sh p. By keeping good MEAT
•Nd by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continn>nce of the liberal patronage he has heretofore rec-eiv1.
April 27:tf

T

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,

DR. LELAND’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,
IS THE ONLY

r|''IIE undersigned respectfully announoes to tie
L citizens of Knox and the surrounding countie
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is no\
prepared to offer superior inducements to those wli
wish to purchase

PERFUMERY,

REMEDY KNOWN FOR

'IHEUMATISM, GOUT & NEURALIGIA
AND A SURE

HOL ON HOTTseT

Altli. OHIO.

CURE FOR

All Mercurial Diseases.
T is a conveniently arranged Band, containing
medicated compound, to be worn around the Wai
without injury to the most delicate person: no chan
in habits of living is required, and it entirely remove
the disease from the system, without producing the io
jurious effects arising from tho use of powerful int>.
tial medicines which weaken and destroy the con’’’fi in, and give temporary reliefonly. Bythis trc\
• lent, the medicinal properties contained in the Bai.
'•me in contact with blood and reaches the diseao.
hrough the pores of the skin effecting in every in
tance a perfect cure, and restores the parts afflicted
a healthy condition. This band is also a most pow
erful Anti-Mercurial agent, an 1 will entirely r^
’ieve the system from thepeente/ous, effect of Mercur
Moderate eases are cured in a few days, and we art
constantly receiving testimonials of efficacy in aggra
■rated cases of long standing.
Price $2,00, to bo had of Druggists generally, or can
be sent by mail or express with full directions f >
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin
cipal office.
No. 409 Broadway. New York.

OAP AND FANCY ARTICLES

I

G. Smith & Co. Sole Proprietors.
N. B.—Description Circulars Sent Free.
Agents Wanted Everywhere
Uor sale bv James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
May 14. 1861.

Coach and Carriage Factory,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.

Olieap and Elegant Furniture.

GKEAT”UIRE!

I Private Medical T.eatise.and Domestit Mi<

N. B. Persons at a distance can be cured at home
by addressing a letter tn Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a
remittance. Medicines securely packed from obser
vation. sent to any part of the world. All cases
warranted. No charge fur advice. N. B.—No stu
dents or boys employed. Notice this, address all
letters to
J- TELLER, M. D.,
noll' fy.
Vo. 5,n-»v.-r-’Teet Albanv.N
Y

AMBR0T1TES

Attorney and Counsellor at T.axr,

T

Dr Teller’s Great Wotk.
wifety.
The only work on this subject ever published i>
a.iy country, or in any language, for 25 cents. I
1.istrated with magnificent engra vings, showing bot’
exes, in a state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery
•f the Foetus. 27th edition—over 200 pages—sen
• nder seal postpaid, to nnv part of the world.on th
receipt of 25 cents, or 5 copies for tl. Specie o
bank bills perfectly safe in a well sealed letter. J
'.ells how to distinguish Pregnancy, and how ton
void it How to distinguish secret habits in voupj
men and how t ■ cure them. I' contains the Author’
'iews on Matri iony. And h< w to choose a Partnirv
It 'oil* how to cure Gonorrhse
How to cr,r< S, r«
Diseases. Nervous Irritation, Despondi ncy. 1 oss of
•lemory, Aversion to Society, and Love of Solitude.
It contains Fatherly Advice to young ladies, young
jen, and all contemplating matrimony. It tenches
the young mother or those expecting to become mo
thers, how to rear their offspring. How to remove
pimples from the face. It tells how to cure Leucorrhoea', or Whites, Falling of the Womb. Inflamation
of the Bladder, and all diseases of the privates —
55S-Married persons and others, who desire to es
cape the perils of disease, should enclose the price
of the work, and receive a copy by return mail.
This book has received more than 5,000 recommen
dations from the public press, and physicians are
recommending persons in theii vicinity to send for it.
N. B. Ladies in want of « pleasant and safe rem
edy for irrregularities, obstructions, Ac., can obtain
Dr. Viehol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor’s
Office. No. 5 Beaver street.
CAUTION.— Married ladies in certain situations,
should not use them—foi reasons, see directions with
each box. Price $1. Sent by mail to all parts of
the world.
S5&- lOOOboxes sonttnis month—allhavo arriv

Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
my Gallery.

WASHING MACHINE!

B

AMERICA.

1 Stales does not say that £. WIIiCOX. has
evacuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s
Jewelry Store, where he stiil remains and expects to
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made
to order on short notice, and as durable as can be done
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern
fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their
liberal support heretofore received, lie solicits a con
tinuance of the same, and asks as many new ones as
feel they can trust him with their work.
ap <J:tf
E. WILCOX.

FTER an absence of many months, during which
time he has been following his profession ofPhoDinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve tos^phist and Ambrotypistin the principal galleries
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
of r ine Art in the South and West, has returned to
Attorney at Law,
All work manufactured at my Foundry will he war- Mt. Vernon, and opened his
MOUNT VERNON. ODIO.
Till) OATAR4CT
wanted to givo entire satisfaction to my customers,
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur
,
Union Gallery of Art,
and will be sold at prices equally as low if not lower Tin the
ing all Claims entrusted to his care.
spacious rooms prepared especially for him imMEDIC A I...
than similar articles can be had in Mt. Vernon. The “oaiately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rusff-fj" C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
IIE
subscriber
respectfully,
informs
the
communi

patronage ol the public is solicited.
seil, Sturgeg A Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver
ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set To the People of Knox County anti will attend to such business as is authorized by his
mar 14
L. D. RANKIN.
commission, with promptness and despatch.
non, where he is prepared and furnished with the
tled in said place as a regular praetisii g Physician,
especially the Datlies.
April 10th, lS69-6mo.
means of executing his art in a manner not to he sur having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits
HAVE been for several years on the lookout for
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
passed by apy artist in the land.
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie
EMMET W. COTTON.
_ .
!Life-Sixed Photographs,
ty. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner of Main
tried in my family and found some that did pretty
H JRACE welsh
Attorney and Counsellor nt Law,
ESPEC’. FU LY announces to the citizens of 1 amted in oil colors, by the best artist of the North and Gambier streets, entrance between Gunnt & Co. well as long as they kept in order. But they all soon
MOUNT
VERNON. OHIO,
failed in this respect and some shook themselves to
Knox and -bo surrounding counties that he is *» est, Ambrotves of all sizes, from minaturc to the nnd Munk’s stores.
Will attend to all business intrusted to him, In any
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the
Country calls promgtlv attended to.
pieces.
t- e i^ent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER'S
July 23:tf
JANE PAYNE. M. D.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine opera of the Courts.
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which he hesi most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames,
OFFICE—N. E. corner of Main and Gam
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His
ted by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck with
tates not to say is the
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the
its simplicity! and especially with the fact that there bier Streets, over Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring estab
Best Washing Machine
!
NEW
FERN1T1KE.
Oct,. 20.
was no shaking motion to it. It had no ui"rc tenden lishment.
now in use in the country. These machines are man day, and in ail kinds of weather, having been prepar
■y to rattle to pieces than a grindsh ne, or aspinnin
ufactured by that superior workman, L. M. Fowler, ed under his immediate supervision. He feels eonfi
JOSEPH C. DEVIN
OW RECEIVING, nt the old stand, sign of the wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his tna< hinc SAMUEL ISRAEL.
dent
that
nothing
is
wanting
to
make
it
a
perfect
Gal
and are s-dd at extremely low prices.
Big Chair, over Sperry's & Co.’s Store, the
ISRAEL A DEVIN,to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough trial in my
Read t o following certificate of persons well known lory of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri
■amily. and also i»:i some others; and became so wel Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
in this community:
MOUNT
VERNON, OHIO.
largest
and
Best
Stock
of
Furniture
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to
satisfied with its merits that I purchased the paten'
Mt. Vernon, Onio, Feb. 4, 1861.
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
eight for several counties.
W e, the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk call at the Union Gallery of Art.
hem, and especially to collecting and securing claims
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part
These machines are now manufactured at the Ko
er’s Union Washer as one of the most dcirable imple
of
Sturges A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
kosiag Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I cat ‘n any part of the state of Ohio.
ments of household economy; and believe that it sell.
ffSST' OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
SOFAS,
TETE-A-TETES.
LOUNGES.
June 25th. 1861. tf.
•onfidently recommend them as the best machine fo
stands unequalled for ease of operating, for perfection
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES.
,’ounty Bank.
Dee. 7-tf.
washing
that
I
ever
saw.
They
will
wash
an;
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
CHAIRS. CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS, • mount of clothes from a shirt collar to a half a doz
health of the operator, freeing them from the injuri
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every ■n shirts, without tearing or wearing them. The
ous effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and inha
thing Usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also .ire not liable to get out of order and will last a lift
Attorney at Law.
ling into the lungs the nauseating and health destroykeep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton, line.
A/ain Street. Below the Knc>.r County Rant.
“ fumes of the 'Wash
and Husk
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to giye enKNOX COUNTY
L. M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
Special attention given to the collection of claims,
Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Fillowc. ire satisfaction. If not. the machine may be returi
Henry Ransom,
Robert Watson,
nd the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, the best in use.— ■d in good order, within twenty days and the mono
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
will be handed back without asking anv qnestios.
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frame
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
made to order.
Mary E. Wade,
Helen M. Staunton,
640 acress in Osage county, Missouri.
Mt. Vernon. June 12, 1S60.
I
have
also
the
right
to
sell
Fisk
A
Crane
’
s
Paten!
E. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
Burial Cases, and will kced them on hand.
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcas Beardsley,
302 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
The public are invited to call and examine my stoel
Geo. W. Jackson,
Wm. Blair.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
and prices.
[up 26]
W. C. WILLIS.
mar 5:tf
40 acre lot in Hardin county. Ohio.
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio.
•nirl____________________________________________

Principal office and salesroom. No. 6 East Fourth
FOR CLILDREN TEETHING,
s’reet, 3d building from Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
which greatly freilitates the process of teething, by
Lahratory, No. 22 Hammond street.
softening
the
gums, reducing all inflamation—will alFor sale in Knox county, by A. W. Lippitt and W.
B. Russell, Mt. Vernon ; D. A D. S. Fry, Ccntreburg: ay all pain and snasmotic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Bowels.
3. W. Sapp, Danville; Montague A Ilosack, FrederDepend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your.cktown; R. McLoud, Millwood; M. N. Dayton, Mar
elve.
and
tinsburg ; Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty ; Hanna
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO TOUR INFANTS
A Mercer, Bladensburg; D. P. Wright, Barbers A
It not only relieves the child from pain, bnt invig)ouds, Amity ; A. Gardner, Mt. Holly; R. M. Fisher
rates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
Palmyra; Daniel Veateh, Mt. Liberty ; John Denny.
,ives tone and energy to the whole system. It will
Heller, and by druggisis and merchants general!;
almost invariably relieve
throughout the United States.
Jan 1
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colic
*W*u» «Wi* V UA21V4Z1A1 K*
Gitbographic, Drawing, Engraving edied, end in death. We believe it is the BEST an
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all es c
a,. <1 Printing Establishment,
of DYSENTERY and DIBRRCEA IN CHILDREN
A
1 ana 19, iiph Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ONI S md Coupons, Certificates of Stock, Diplo whether it arises from teething, or from any othei
mas, Drafts, Notes, Checks, Maps, Bill and Lei- cause. We would say to every mother who has .
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaint..
ierheads. Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels.
Business a i l Visiting Cards, Ac., executed in th —do not let your prejudice or the prejudices of other
st «nd between you and your suffering child, and tl>%
best sf e, =t moderate terms.
relief that will be SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SUB!
Firs: pre Hums for Lithography awarded by tl>
—to follow the use of this medicine, if timely used.—
•hio i. d Penn, State Agricultural Societies, 185
?ull directions for using will accompany eat h botth
i353, I, 54, 1855 and 1856.
July 14.
None genuine unless the fac-simiie of CURTIS J
t ERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Old Established Hospital,
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines i,
On the FrFuch System.
Knox county.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar street, N. Y.
Quick Cures aud Low Prices.
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
mar 26

Joan Ail unsi’ Estate.

Importers and .lubbers ot

Staple aas<: r'nacy

D. RANKIN, Proprietor.

Recruit the Dilapidated,

AYS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pej
Twenty Thousand Patients Cured Annually
ular and successful Commercial School in the
DR. TELLER continues tCountry. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young mer
he confidentially and succesfrom twenty-eight different States, have bean edn
fully
consulted on all foruir
cated for business here within the past three year
of private diseases, at hiszine of whom have been employed as Book-keepet
Old Established Hospital. 5
at salaries of
Beaver Street. Albany. N.Y
2,000 Per Annum,
Twenty years devoted t<
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing <
this
particular branch o:
accounts when they entered t’.e College.
practice,
enables him to per
W- A - inisters’ sons at hall price. Students en
form cures such as no otbe>
ter ai any time, and review when they please, with
Physician can, and his facil
out extra charge.
ities are such (being in cor
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof
respondence with the rr (is
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship,an■mine! Physicians in the Old World), for obtaining
a large Engraving of the Collego, inolosetwenty-fiv
he
safest
as
well
as
the
la test remedies for these dis
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
• ises, offer inducements to the unfortunato. of iJENKINS A SMITH.
uick aad rapid cure, to bo obtained at no other offi
jan ?2-1y
Pittsburgh Pa.
•e in

Lt A* V< k A.'» M

Jj.

SOOTHING SYRUP,

I

(

FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.

— AT —

MRS. WINSLOW.
Retail Price, $1 per bottle, or six An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents
to the attention of mothers, her
ior $5.

Gin U. «a “tto.buu wgct&f.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT.

OROnc.B A. DAVIS, s

Cheaper than Ever!

HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens of
Old Stand of Beam & Mead,
Knox and the surrounding counties, that he con
tinues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, Knox
however they- may have been triflod with and abused;
that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, and ren county, Ohio, where he manufactures and keeps on
der it enjoyable. That operating directly upon the hand & general assortment of
Bonth-West corner of Main and Gambier streets Mt.
poiton of the ditease in the blood, they
.
ap 30
Cause Soon to Ileal,
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES, 4 ernon, Ohio.
and discharge from the system every taint of Scrofula,
wiiethc here it rv or otherwise. That thev
PLOWS OF ALL KIATDS,

Shattered Constitutions,

the present proprietor believe.- that in making them
wi !e y known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by allot Dr. P. (back’s num
erous Agents, and at Hotels Ac. the country over.—
Tn the meantime, orders will be filled direct from Cin,-innati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. It
is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed in one
doz. eases. Half doz. sample eases will, however, be
nacked and sent to any address, if desired.

Igxn

B. r. PX1XOTTO.

Window Shutters, Guards, Ac.

H

Temperance,

A *t-

Iron Bailing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,

Side Females,

TEhlTLE OF ART!

And the Rest of Mankind !
B. C. HURD.
FRANK H.
LL you that have good WHEAT, and do not wish
R. C. HURD & SON,
I desire to inform the public that my
to sell it at the present prices, then br:ng it in to
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
the EAGLE STEAM MILL, and have it ground—it
mar 12-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
-t_
COMPLETED
will pay you to do so. When we have money we buy
AD NOW OPEN for the reception of visitors.—
your Wheat, and pay a fair price for it, and when we
W. L. BANE.
“
it is needless to comment upen my work, as it
cannot do so we want to grind it for you and let you recommends itself I make Photographs from small
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
have tho profits on it. You can sell all your Flour miniatures to LIIE SIZE, PLAIN or
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO.
that is made at the Eagle Mill in the City of Mount
EfS- OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Hos
Vernon, which is the best market you can ask for.—
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
mer Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bank.
We make the best Flour that is made in Knox county.
Nov. 5-tf.
We do all kinds of CUSTOM WORK, and guarantee
Water Colors, or Iu«lia Ink.
satisfaction. We tako less for grinding than any oth
JOHN ADAMS,
er mill in the county. Then bring on your Wheat,
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotvpe of
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
and all other grain. We want to grind for every far a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en
And Notary Pi bi.ic,
mer in Knox county, and all others that may give us larged to any size and colored true to nature.
JSU- OFFICE—In Ward’s New Building,
a call.
’
J. W. RUMSEY A Co.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Mt. Vernon, Nov. 25, 1S61.
the public this important branch of Photography. I
March 11-tf.
employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
best
COLORIST
in
Northern
Ohio.
WILLIAM DUNBAR.
’piiE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United

A

Ao. 91 Second Street and 88 Third Street,
■ with unerring certainty, and in a very short time. I
i That after all other medicines have proved useless, (Between Wood and Market,) PITTSBURGH, Pa.
AVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy
they relieve
j
and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu
•
Giver Complaint.
I
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing
and restore the health and strength of the sufferer.
done
at
short notice.
mar 6
That

who have languished for years in helpless weakness
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidity unna o th ; i invigorating ope at,on. Ta t llsex:, 1
abilities are rtiuoveu •>> tucir cordial and gentle stim
ulating properties. That they recruit

Carbs.

A

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dyspepsia

M'rttsincts

To the Farmers of Knox County,

SNUFF AND

FAMILY

CIGARS,

MEDICINES,

BURNETT’S COCOINE,

BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
BURNETT’S

LORIMEL,

COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.

0 the citizens of Kn x County. I would rctur
mysin< ere thanks tor ‘he patr nage extended i
me since I became proprietor of this House, and i
' ■nr continued patronage, I pledge myself to make tl
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this
>art of the State, and my Guests shall have my unci
ided attention for their comfort., while they remai,
ny guests.
J. S. IIOLTON, Proprietor.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house
O>t 11, ’59:tf
____________________

r

WOODW tZtZtZ’F
1 FURNITURE
-ZX
Hp
Axn
3
CHAIR®,

Y II OLES A L E A N D II E TAIL
—EM RAC XG —

EVERY STY I E OE FURNITURE,

. MANrrXCTVRER

—IN —

OF

Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
SUITABLE FOR

dLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND Parlors,
Chambers, and
AM -ZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Dining Rooms,
EQUAL TO A.VY IN

Particular care iu compounding Physicians Pre•ription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1860.

NNff” YORK UR PHILADELPHIA.
KS'O

WIDLIAM SAADERSOX
espectfully informs the public and i

R

frien Is that he continues to manufacture Car!
_es, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagon
sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles e
:nish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with strict regard to <1.
■bility and beauty of finish. Repairs will also 1
tended to on the most reasonable terms. As I u
i all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and ei
1 y none but experienced mechanics, I feci confide,
it all who favor me with their patronage, will
rfeet'y satisfied on a trial of their work. Ali i.
rk will be warranted.
J&fr- Pur; hasers are requested to give me a'-all V
re buying elsewhere.
Mar. 2U:tf.

A CARD.

l HE undersigned wishes to say that he is still
the old Stand on High Street, West of the R.
< put known as the Furlong Foundry, whi, li is n
fall operation. lie is ready to greet all his <
'ends and pa r ns with a pleasant smile, aw •
cike of the hand, social ehat and then furnish th-.
th any tiling in the line of business they are to
applied with at this place. The same busines.
ntiiiued here as you will see by advertisement.
Come on Fanners and all others and support b i
idustrv.
M. C. FU ALONG

I

? ? I

J. B. JIITTFR,”

<irn. OriiHiuen

hI and Krocn Painler,
PAPER HANGER. FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
o. 109 main st., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon. Ohio.

G ilded side and top lights, window

Curtains, Decorative P»j er Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures fram'• I in Rosewood or Gilt, on ni-ist reasonable terms.—ten:-cling in paper or metal neatly executed.
P. S. Block letters to order.
May 22,1864).

UBKOIVPES AM) MEUiKoTypTs.
G. A. McE>OXAI,D.
SUCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully
<3 ann iun< es to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vii.ty. that he still continues to take Ambrotypes A
ek.inotypes, in the best style of art, at liis rooms in
.odward Block. From a long experience in busi■s he flatters himself that he will give entire satisti n to all whomay avor him with bus,lies.-. Prices
low as the lowest. P ease give me a call before
agaging pictures elsewhere.
[may 1 tf.

New Firm.
loot. Shoe, Hut ami i up Store.
i?2«3iTOItf

RLONG

S. L A VIS &, CO.,
MANTFAC^URERS

OF

MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED

YA surrounding counties, that they are n< w prepar
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash. Doors
and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all work
required in house finishing. We shall use the very
est material, and will warrant all our work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
fount Vernon, Ohio.
march 20.

THE

Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,

'HE meet simple in construction and per.ect in ;
operation, the lightest in draft, and least liable
out of order of any in use. Now if farmers
nox and a^jo ning Counties wish to save
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and try

I

Alorton

E'tu loRg E oiuidry.
-anufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the ab ■•
presentation’ will he realize! or no sale. Also.

Also. THRASHING MACHINES, all of the var.
os styles and descriptions made and repaired th
vas formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plo
;harcs. 'Wholesale and Retail; of the L-ng Plo\
ight and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Hiser right an
eft; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. V.-nii:
ron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination
?low with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, Ac.,
cc. Also, Scrapers with east points, an exeelben'
rticlc. Also, Castings. Machinery. Ac., to order
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.

AT

Mount Vernon

S'ap/fs Boot and Shoe Store,

>rner of Main and \ ine streets, Banning Building,
ft. Vernon. Ohio.
may 14

Sugar Mills xvitli R. I). Evans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR.
’atenfed Man h 20th, 1S69. These mills are hear
ist iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexce
■d by any in these parts; and as for the Evapcr
• r. it is the best adapted to the business, of any pat
■nt yet in use, and is so constructed, that the fur
ice part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cookiii
etablcs for stock, and all its advantages over oti
s for convenience, ba- to be seen and used to 1
ropcrly appreciated. Those wishing to purcha.ill be but wise to examine this before buying else

SAPS’

; | ESPECTFi i,L 1 inioiin tne citizens of Mount
LI \ ernon and vicin ty. that they are n -w prepar. 11 suit every one in their line of business, at prices
•at cannot be sold under.
GO AND SEE
"heir new stock of Boots Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
zes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we
ive a spicndi 1 assortment of Hats and Caps of the
ctest style; Men’s and Boy’s MJItary Caps; uud
.iso, a good ass •rtment of Hosiery and Gloves.
tShoe-m ikers will fin 1 it to bo their interest to buy
.eir Leather and Findin s at

CABINET Bi S1AESS.

JTOJSO^>iX

JS-

TvT/73.X'li 1 TA

AAKES pleasure in announcing to jjho citizens of
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
,.rry on the

I

Cabinet Making Business.

al. its brau .hes. at his old stand, at the foot of
ain street, opposite Buckingham's Foundry, where
ill be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads,
Tashstands, Cupboards, Ac., Ac.

UNDERTAKING.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid
learse. and will be ready to attend funerals whenev
er called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept i n hand and
aade to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
feo. 8 : tf

Dr. D. McBKIAB.

Surgeon. ZDoxxtist,

41T0ULD respe tfully inform the citizens of Mt
VY Vernon. Ohio, and vicinity, that he has perEvery Article made by Hand and Warranted.
It. Vernon Female Seminar}
i.inently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
'V'^lle
Subscriber
would
call
the
attention
<
f
the
pul
E hereby announce a new arrangement in the
rxeti ing his profession in the best and most subCabinet-Makers
J lie to the fact, that the Old Luecrene Factory 1 tantial
Boarding Department of the Institution.—
style of the art. and I would say to those who
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE ANU .emowed to Mt. Vernon, at
foung ladies boarding in the family w ill aid to somi
may favor me with their patronage, that my work
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
NORTON S OLD FACTORY.
■xtent in the domestic work of the family. The por
Jiall
and
will compare both in beauty and durability
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished nt. the shortest notice. \nd it is being fitted up with good Machinery ior do
cion of time allotted to each pupil will not exceed
vith any in the State. I would also say to those who
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street,
ng
a
Custom
business,
and
that
I
am
now
ready
t<
half an hour per day. Instead of retarding it wit
ire afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am pre
mar 17
PITTSBURGH.
•etcive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimcre pared to treat all diseases ot the mouth under any
,tllier facilitate their progress in study, by its invig
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by tin
NATHAN r. HART.
rating influence: and largely lessen the expense.— JOSEPH PENNOCK.
■rin. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or onCard.
FfiiVWOCK & BI ART.
Ve propose to furnish Boarding (fuel included) and
ruin. All operations warranted, and moderate char
Also, Carling and spinning: Carding Rolls an
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell A Co.]
istruction in all the English Studies and Latin, al
es. I have taken a lease of my present suit of
d >ac on Short Notice. All work war
110 per annum.
MRS. R. R. SLOAN.
mns from Dz. R isscll. for five years with the refusal
Fulton JPoixxxca.iT’y, Cloth-Dressing
.anted
done
in
the
best
manner
and
as
cheap
as
th
f ten. The best of references can be given.
Sept. 24, 1861.
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
lieapest.
[June 19. 1860.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Luccr
uim ffariaiiis.
A CONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and
II. E. WILKINSON.
REMOVAL.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by ZA Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, al! one and work returned.
June 19.
sending them to the undersigned, can have them sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Ter
DR.
C.
M. KELSEY.
>aned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two hun-Kettles, Sad and Tailors' Irons, Wa’cr uud Gas Pipes
Valuable Farm for Sale.
’red and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Casting.'
QFNZN ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence,
he land entered with the warrant.
made to ((rder.
Pittsburrb, Apr. 7:tf
O*
200 cleared, awd under good state of culti
AS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly
This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend
vation.
an 1 containing a good frame Dwelling house
Taylor, €lriswol<l «V Co.
occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay
ir being rendered doubly safe, for having the benefit
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
Dea
!
ers
in
all
kinds
of
Foreign
and
Domestic
lor, Gantt A Co.'s, where he will prosecute the vari
a
if the settlers improvements and selection of the finest
■n 1 two or h irds of grafted fruit, situated
ous
duties
of his profession with an experience of over
STAPLE
AND
FANDY
DRY
GOODS,
ands in the West.
Worlds Township, Knox Co. onio,
16 years constant pra< ti-e. and an acquaintance with
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3| miles from J'rede^ .,1 the late improvement in the art. he feels confident
CARPETS, OIL CLOTIIS. &c.
June 30.
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
ricktown. Said premises are well situated, and arc j? giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
watered with seven S<>od csPr!n,^’ “.^7°
profession warranted to be exercised in every ease.
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately proCleveland. April 6:y__________________________ in one lot. or divided into one hundred acre lots to
jred from the east.
Home Hade Work.
suit
i.urchascrs,
and
sold
on
time.
W. 1*. €0014 R & <JO.,
Entran< e on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A
jan 22 tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
CHARLES WEBER,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX
;o.’s and L. Monk's Clothing Store.
MAIA7 STREET. EAST SIDE, NEARLY OPApril
19, 1859-tf
Down tfc Tetley,
IftAAC A. ISAACS,
POSITE THE LYRRAND HOUSE.
NO 136 WOOD STREET. PiTTBURGH,
S
11
0
E
I
’
1
N
1)
1
N
<4
S
.
E
keep
on
hand
and
for
sale,
an
assortment
of
Manufacturer aud Dealer in
SASH, DOOR A^D BLIND
SHEEP PELTS AND WOOL,
Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of
& S A®
& £ 0 3? m
No. 35, Water Street,
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
MPORTERS
and
dealers
in
double
and
single
bar

OH»««
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed
FOR MEN AND BOYS' WEAR.
rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma
HE Subscribers would inform their friends and
T&fr- Particular attention paid to orders.
terials, has just receive#, by Express, direct from the
K. DENNIS.
the public generally, that they have removed
MPORTER and Jobber of Cloths. Cassimeres, Ves and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid. Morocco, W. P. CooKE.
Calf
and
Kip
Shoes,
sewed
and
pegged,
made
to
order
manufacturers,
a
splendid
assortment
of
Colts
Re

;heir Machinery to the Furlong Foundry. West of
tings. Tailor's Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.
Cleveland. March 31:tf_________ ____ ______
un short notice.
peating
Pistols,
foj»r,
five
and
six
inch
barrels,
all
of
Also, sole agent for the sale of
High
Street, where, in c< nnecti- n w:th S Davis, they
SPLENDID bd (TTflains and Dried Bee', just
which we will sell for cash at as low prices as they keep on hand and manufaiture to order on short noPromptly and Neatly Done.
Singer’s Celebrated Sewing Machines, Repairing
received at the Old Corner.
G. •
can be bought in the city of New York. Persons go t: e.
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock
end Storr s Automoton Pressman, and dealer in Sew and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of
Feb 25 :y
ing to Australia and California will find that they ;
ing Ma< Uine Needles. Twist, Threads, <fce.
USTICE S BLANKS, "hand^oniely printed, for can do better by purchasing their equipage at home, | Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
French and Spanish Upper Leather used.
Of all the various patterns. Surfa e and Inemdar
Isaac A. Isaac's Union Hall,
/gNer- Remember tfie wince.
sent 10
thaa they can among stran -ers—as we give persons Plan-ng and Floor ng. hard or soft, dressed to order.
sale at the Banner Officea chance to try any of the above pistols before leav We would ask for a new frm a eontinnan e of the pa
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 0.
Country
Merclia
'
Custom Work.
4 IN fit up their stock of Boots
'
'
or any ing the city, and in case of a failure we refund the tronage so liberally be.-t wed on the - Id one.
VRTICULAR attention paid to manfactu 'ng
m ney.
„ ,
BYERS A PATTERSON.
Measured Work and Repairing dcr.e on . ae shor- cy thing in our liae, at Cleleland tolMi J nn-es.
. , xUuuxbAux.0, QUxT-v hAiAld, biiu in
A DD
Sept, 11-tf.
B0WN & TETLEY. I Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, I860.
fuctr iiU kinds of Bl&nks, for sale at this Office. i teat notice.
[may 14J
MORTON A SAPP. J

LOWER PRICKS.

WOuLEN FACTORY!

W

I.

I

P

DENTIST,

n

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Leather, Hides and Oil,

W

I

D

P

Rifle Manufacturers,

I

r

